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ABSTRACT

After 15 years of war in Afghanistan and Iraq, many now see ‘smallfootprint’ security force assistance (SFA) – training, advising and equipping allied militaries – as an alternative to large US ground-force commitments. Yet, its actual military eﬃcacy has been little studied. This paper
seeks to ﬁll this gap. We ﬁnd important limitations on SFA’s military
utility, stemming from agency problems arising from systematic interest
misalignment between the US and its typical partners. SFA’s achievable
upper bound is modest and attainable only if US policy is intrusive and
conditional, which it rarely is. For SFA, small footprints will usually mean
small payoﬀs.
KEYWORDS Military eﬀectiveness; strategy; defense policy; military assistance; training; advising;

allies

After more than 10 years of continuous warfare with US troop deployments of up to 160,000 soldiers in Iraq and 100,000 in Afghanistan,
many Americans are now tired of large land wars. Yet, the world
remains a violent place, and the US has interests in many unstable
parts of the world. These interests are rarely existential for a unipolar
superpower surrounded by oceans and friendly neighbors, but terrorism, regional instability, humanitarian crises and economic disruption
pose threats that, while limited, are real enough that few American
oﬃcials will simply ignore them. The result is a dilemma that is likely
to shape much of US security policy for decades: how can Americans
defend real but limited security interests without sending another
100,000 soldiers to wage another decade-long war in some faraway
land?
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For many, the answer is US security force assistance (SFA) – that is,
American help in training, equipping and advising allied or ‘partner’ militaries
to enable them to defend themselves without 100,000 Americans on the
ground to do it for them.1 In fact, this idea of using ‘small footprint’ SFA to
secure US interests without large ground-force deployments is now at the
very forefront of the US defense debate. It is the foundation for US strategy to
combat ISIL in Syria and Iraq.2 It underlies Administration policy for post-2015
Afghanistan, where a small US training and advising mission is intended to
enable Afghan soldiers and police to defeat the Taliban without US infantry.3
It is under active consideration for Ukraine, where former Secretary of Defense
Ashton Carter, among others, has favored US SFA to help the Poroshenko
government ﬁght Russian troops and pro-Russian insurgents in the country’s
east.4 More broadly, SFA is central to US policy for Yemen, Somalia, Libya,
Niger, Mali, Nigeria, Pakistan, Mauritania and many other ongoing and prospective conﬂicts around the world. In fact, it has become a major pillar of
global US national security policy – the 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance
frames it as central to eﬀective stability operations in an era in which US
forces will no longer be sized to accomplish these by themselves.5
1

We thus deﬁne SFA more broadly than does the US Government, which distinguishes between what it calls
SFA and similar activities such as security cooperation, security assistance, security sector assistance,
foreign internal defense (FID) and building partner capacity: Taylor P. White, ‘Security Cooperation: How It
All Fits Together’ Joint Forces Quarterly, 72/1 (2014), 106–8. In particular, our deﬁnition includes, but is not
limited to, the mission of training indigenous government forces in the context of foreign internal
defense – as we emphasize below, SFA in our deﬁnition can occur in a wide variety of settings including,
but not limited to, FID. (FID is related to, but not identical to, SFA and will normally include SFA in addition
to other activities such as interagency economic development aid or rule-of-law assistance not received
by the host nation armed forces, inter alia). In principle, either SFA or FID can be conducted by either
conventional or special operations forces, though SFA is sometimes seen chieﬂy as the domain of the
former and FID as chieﬂy the domain of the latter. Note that in our usage, SFA missions span the range
from tiny deployments of a dozen trainers to massive eﬀorts as in Vietnam or Iraq. This broad deﬁnition
enables us to assess the role of size and scope for eﬀectiveness: many see smaller as better in SFA; this
view can only be assessed if a range from small to large is examined.
2
The White House, Fact Sheet: Strategy to Counter the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), 10 Sept.
2014; Tanya Somanader, ‘President Obama Provides an Update on Our Strategy to Degrade and
Destroy ISIL,’ The White House (blog), 6 July 2015, https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2015/07/06/
president-obama-provides-update-our-strategy-degrade-and-destroy-isil.
3
Kenneth Katzman, Afghanistan: Post-Taliban Governance, Security, and U.S. Policy, RL30588
(Washington DC: Congressional Research Service 27 Apr. 2015), 25–6.
4
W.J. Hennigan and Paul Richter, ‘Defense chief nominee Ashton Carter, unlike Obama, backs arming
Ukraine,’ Los Angeles Times, 4 February 2015, http://www.latimes.com/nation/nationnow/la-na-nndefense-nominee-ashton-carter-20150204-story.html#page=1.
5
US Department of Defense, Sustaining U.S. Global Leadership: Priorities for 21st Century Defense (Washington
DC: GPO, January 2012), 6; Remarks by the President at the United States Military Academy
Commencement Ceremony, 28 May 2014, https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-oﬃce/2014/05/28/
remarks-president-united-states-military-academy-commencement-ceremony; Eric Schmitt, ‘U.S.
Strategy to Fight Terrorism Increasingly Uses Proxies,’ New York Times, 29 May 2014, http://www.
nytimes.com/2014/05/30/world/africa/us-strategy-to-ﬁght-terrorism-increasingly-uses-proxies.html?_r=
0; idem, ‘U.S. Training Elite Antiterror Troops in Four African Nations,’ New York Times, 26 May 2014, http://
www.nytimes.com/2014/05/27/world/africa/us-trains-african-commandos-to-ﬁght-terrorism.html; U.S.
Department of Defense, Quadrennial Defense Review Report (Washington DC: GPO 2014), vii; The White
House, National Security Strategy (Washington DC: GPO February 2015), 9; Susan B. Epstein and K. Alan
Kronstadt, Pakistan: U.S. Foreign Assistance, R41856 (Washington DC: GPO 1 July 2013), 21–2.
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Nor is this instrument’s popularity limited to the US. Many great and
regional powers use SFA of their own to pursue real but limited interests
abroad. Britain and France have long sent training, equipping and advising missions to a wide range of foreign countries; Australia, Turkey,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Croatia, Finland and Portugal, among
many others, contributed to the Afghanistan SFA mission as of 2013;
Israel undertook a long-term SFA mission with the substate South
Lebanese Army in the 1980s and 1990s; Iran has long provided SFA to
Hezbollah, Hamas and others and now provides SFA to the Iraqi state
government; Saudi Arabia provides SFA to allies in Yemen and elsewhere;
Russian SFA for separatist rebels complements apparent Russian state
troop commitments in Ukraine; Rwanda has long provided SFA for Hutu
rebels in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.6 In fact, SFA is extremely
common worldwide and has been so for at least the last half century:
Patrick Regan has documented over 900 individual acts of SFA globally
from 1945 to 1999.7
SFA is conducted in a wide variety of settings. Sometimes it takes the
form of a handful of trainers working with indigenous allies in a country
at peace, as in the US missions in Mongolia, Bangladesh or Peru.
Sometimes it can involve larger missions in countries actively ﬁghting
insurgents or terrorists, such as Yemen, Colombia or the Philippines.
Sometimes it can involve remote training for ﬁghters who will return to
their countries afterwards, as in Syria. And sometimes it can comprise
massive train-and-equip missions conducted by thousands of US personnel as one element of a much larger US war eﬀort, as in Iraq, Afghanistan
or Vietnam. All, however, share the same underlying military function: to
improve a local ally’s ability to defend itself. And the rationale is also
often the same: to reduce the need for US troops to do the ﬁghting by
6

See, e.g., Jennifer D. P. Moroney, Celeste Ward Gventer, Stephanie Pezard and Laurence
Smallman, Lessons from U.S. Allies in Security Cooperation with Third Countries: The Cases of
Australia, France, and the United Kingdom, TR-972-AF (Santa Monica: RAND 2011); NATO, Media
Backgrounder: Afghan National Security Forces, October 2013, http://www.nato.int/nato_static/
assets/pdf/pdf_2013_10/20131018_131022-MediaBackgrounder_ANSF_en.pdf; Austin Long,
Stephanie Pezard, Bryce Loidolt, Todd Helmus, Locals Rule: Historical Lessons for Creating
Local Defense Forces for Afghanistan and Beyond, MG-1232-CFSOCC-A (Santa Monica: RAND
2012), ch. 7; Kenneth Katzman, Iran, Gulf Security, and U.S. Policy, RL32048 (Washington DC:
Congressional Research Service 28 May 2015), 33–4; ‘Saudi-backed Yemeni Troops, Local
Militias Gain Control of Aden, Military Oﬃcials Say,’ Washington Post, 23 July 2015, https://
www.washingtonpost.com/world/2015/07/23/af6ﬀ4ee-317b-11e5-8353-1215475949f4_story.
html; David M. Herszenhorn and Peter Baker, ‘Russia Steps Up Help for Rebels in Ukraine War,’
New York Times, 25 July 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/26/world/europe/russian-artil
lery-ﬁres-into-ukraine-kiev-says.html; Reuters, ‘U.S. Says Rwanda Aids Congo Rebels,’ New York
Times, 23 July 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/24/world/africa/us-says-rwanda-aidscongo-rebels.html.
7
Patrick M. Regan, ‘Third Party Interventions in Intrastate Conﬂict,’ Journal of Conﬂict Resolution 46/
1 (February 2002), 55–73, counting observations where the variable ‘military’ was coded as 1, 2,
3, 4 or 5.
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improving the ally’s ability to do this themselves. A wide range of
apparently disparate missions thus shares a common underlying
purpose.8
Yet for all its importance for US national security policy and its nearubiquity in international politics, SFA has a checkered record in recent
experience. A massive train-and-equip program in Iraq yielded an army
that dissolved in the face of an ISIL oﬀensive in Mosul in June 2014.9
Another massive program in Afghanistan produced security forces who
have struggled to contain Taliban attacks following the termination of the
foreign combat role in January 2014.10 Over $7 billion in US aid to the
Pakistani military has not enabled it to defeat insurgents there, and US
eﬀorts to build the South Vietnamese military were famously unsuccessful
from 1965 to 1975.11
This raises the question: how eﬀective is SFA in its fundamental mission
of increasing an ally’s military eﬀectiveness?12 Does SFA really improve the
recipient’s military capability, and if so, when, why and how much? And, can

8

Even in Iraq, Vietnam and Afghanistan, where over 100,000 American troops were waging an ongoing
war, the purpose of SFA was to reduce the scale of US deployments needed by training the host
nation’s forces to shoulder more of the burden themselves; without SFA to create, train and equip an
Iraqi, South Vietnamese or Afghan army, the US troop requirements in these theaters would have
been much larger still, and in each theater, the intent was to enable US forces to drawn down as the
host’s military capability improved. As President George W. Bush put it in 2005, ‘as the Iraqi security
forces stand up, coalition forces can stand down’ – or as Richard Nixon said in 1969, ‘as South
Vietnamese forces become stronger, the rate of American withdrawal can become greater.’ See
‘Transcript, Bush Speech,’ Financial Times, 30 Nov. 2005 (https://www.ft.com/content/799de108-61f311da-8470-0000779e2340); Richard Nixon, speech delivered on national television, 3 Nov. 1969, as
reprinted in George Katsiaﬁcas, (ed.), Vietnam Documents: American and Vietnamese Views of the War
(New York: Routledge 1992), doc. No. 33. We argue below that the determinants of success and
failure, moreover, are similar across this range of situational contexts: they all pose common underlying principal–agent problems with similar underlying dynamics.
9
Suadad Al-Salhy and Tim Arango, ‘Sunni Militants Drive Iraqi Army Out of Mosul,’ New York Times, 10
June 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/11/world/middleeast/militants-in-mosul.html?_r=0.
10
Joseph Goldstein, ‘Afghan Security Forces Struggle Just to Maintain Stalemate,’ New York Times, 22
July 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/23/world/asia/afghan-security-forces-struggle-just-tomaintain-stalemate.html?_r=0; Remarks by Special Inspector General John Sopko at the Center for
Strategic and International Studies, 13 May 2015, https://www.sigar.mil/newsroom/ReadFile.aspx?
SSR=7&SubSSR=29&File=speeches/15/SIGAR_CSIS_Speech.html.
11
K. Alan Kronstad, Pakistan-U.S. Relations: Issues for the 114th Congress, R44034 (Washington DC:
Congressional Research Service; 14 May 2015); Austin Long, et al., Locals Rule, chap. 4.
12
Our dependent variable is not victory or defeat but military eﬀectiveness deﬁned as proﬁciency: skill
in the conduct of war. By this deﬁnition, it is possible for a skilled military to be defeated by a
materially superior foe, and while combat outcomes can shed light on proﬁciency, skill and combat
outcomes are separable. Hence, our dependent variable codings diﬀer for two apparent stalemates –
El Salvador and Korea – one which showed modest proﬁciency improvements with SFA (Salvador),
the other of which displayed much greater improvements (Korea). On skill versus outcome deﬁnitions
of military eﬀectiveness, see, e.g., Caitlin Talmadge, The Dictator’s Army: Battleﬁeld Eﬀectiveness in
Authoritarian Regimes (Ithaca: Cornell University Press 2015), 4–8; Risa Brooks, ‘Introduction: The
Impact of Culture, Society, Institutions, and International Forces on Military Eﬀectiveness,’ in Risa
Brooks and Elizabeth Stanley, (eds.), Creating Military Power: The Sources of Military Eﬀectiveness (Palo
Alto: Stanford University Press 2007), 1–26; Stephen Biddle, ‘Military Eﬀectiveness,’ in Robert
Denemark et al., (eds.), The International Studies Encyclopedia (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell 2010), 5139–
5156.
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it be done better? Are there ways to improve its future performance, given
its growing prominence in US defense policy?
Notwithstanding their importance, these questions have received surprisingly little research. A wide range of literatures bears on them but rarely
tackles the real military utility of SFA in any direct way. Military intervention,
foreign aid and alliance dynamics, for example, have all received sustained
scholarly attention, and in each case, SFA is much of what is actually being
explained – it is often the form that the intervention, or the aid, or the
alliance assistance takes. One would expect its eﬃcacy to shape donors’
(and recipients’) choices, and thus the patterns of variance to be explained
in such studies. Yet, these literatures are nearly silent on the basic question
of whether SFA actually works in its stated military mission. Civil warfare has
been the subject of a large and growing literature in comparative politics
and international relations, and many civil wars involve SFA to one or several
of the combatants; whereas the civil warfare literature sometimes considers
whether this assistance conduces to victory for its recipient or shapes
conﬂict duration, there has been little attention to the nominal causal
mechanism – SFA’s direct eﬀect on its recipients’ military proﬁciency. A
much smaller literature looks directly at SFA per se and its results; while
this oﬀers an important point of departure, the handful of existing studies
are often more prescriptive than theoretical and pose diﬃcult problems of
measurement and identiﬁcation.13 For all its importance, both to scholars
and to policy makers, the actual military eﬀectiveness of SFA has thus been
surprisingly little studied.
The purpose of this paper is to provide such a study. In particular, we
develop a systematic theory of SFA eﬀectiveness, assess it against a carefully
selected series of case studies of SFA provision under conditions of
13

Few, for example, account for non-US SFA, confounding causal attribution; the literature also tends to
be stronger in empirical observation than deductive theory construction. Among the most important
of these studies are Department of Defense Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation Simulation and
Analysis Center, Security Force Assistance Skills and Capabilities Study (Washington DC: GPO 2010);
Mara E. Karlin, ‘Training and Equipping Is Not Transforming: An Assessment of US Programs to Build
Partner Militaries’ (PhD diss., Johns Hopkins University 2012); Stephen Watts, Caroline Baxter, Molly
Dunigan, and Christopher Rizzi, The Uses and Limits of Small-Scale Military Interventions, MG-1226-RC
(Santa Monica: RAND 2012); Christopher Paul, Colin P. Clarke, Beth Grill, Stephanie Young, Jennifer D.
P. Moroney, Joe Hogler, and Christine Leah, What Works Best When Building Partner Capacity and
under What Circumstances?, MG-1253/1-OSD (Santa Monica: RAND 2013); Michael McNerney, Angela
O’Mahony, Thomas S. Szayna, Derek Eaton, Caroline Baxter, Colin Clarke, Emma Davies, Michael
McGee, Heather Peterson, Leslie Payne and Calin Trenkov-Wermuth, Assessing Security Cooperation as
a Preventive Tool, RR-350-A (Santa Monica: RAND 2014). Walter C. Ladwig III, ‘Inﬂuencing Clients in
Counterinsurgency: US Involvement in El Salvador’s Civil War, 1979–92,’ International Security, 41/1
(Summer 2016), 99–146 adopts a principal–agent lens similar to ours but focuses on counterinsurgency per se rather than the broader issue of SFA as a whole (note that we treat SFA in
conventional, as well as counterinsurgent, warfare), with particular emphasis on the Salvador case.
Daniel Byman, ‘Friends Like These: Counterinsurgency and the War on Terrorism,’ International
Security, 31/2 (Fall 2006), 79–115 similarly adopts a principal–agent framework, but like Ladwig
does not focus on SFA per se and does not attempt to distinguish preconditions needed for success
and failure.
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particular importance for the theory’s validity and draw implications from
this for the conduct of US national security policy and the development of
international relations theory.
Our central ﬁnding is that eﬀective SFA is much harder in practice than
often assumed and less viable as a substitute for large unilateral troop
deployments. For the US in particular, the achievable upper bound is
normally modest, and even this is possible only if US policy is intrusive
and conditional, which it rarely is. This is because SFA is best understood as
a principal–agent (PA) problem, and one whose structural conditions promote large agency losses for the SFA provider. That is, the conditions under
which the US provides SFA commonly involve large interest misalignments
between the provider (the principal) and the recipient (the agent), diﬃcult
monitoring challenges and diﬃcult conditions for enforcement – a combination that typically leaves principals with limited real leverage and that
promotes ineﬃciency in aid provision. To overcome these challenges
requires atypical interest alignment between the US and its SFA partner, a
larger US footprint than many would prefer, with intrusive US policies
designed to monitor its ally’s behavior and enable strict conditionality in
aid provision, or ideally all of the above. These conditions are not impossible, but the combination has not been a common feature of US SFA in the
modern era. Nor is it likely to become so in the future: in principle, US policy
makers can design SFA programs to be intrusive and conditional, but it is
much harder to create political interest alignment and this is often absent.
We thus see the politics of SFA as central for its eﬀectiveness – diﬀerences
in interests between the US and its local partners are a central underlying
challenge for eﬀectiveness, and a challenge made harder by the particular
conditions in which SFA is normally provided. This counsels selective application. And where the US does choose SFA, it suggests that larger exertions
will often be necessary to overcome agency losses and provide the leverage
needed for more eﬀective conditionality to realign agents’ incentives. By
contrast, the policy debate often sees SFA as a form of apolitical capacity
building in which military aid ought to increase partner eﬀectiveness in a
simple, straightforward way, and where its apparent cost-eﬀectiveness
makes small eﬀorts seem attractive as a cheap way to bolster allies with
limited US commitment. When SFA then falls short, as it often does, this
capacity-building view implies that more aid is needed to make the partner
eﬀective enough, yielding calls for increased assistance. A more intrinsically
political, PA view of SFA, by contrast, would often counsel the opposite
policy: if the US must work through a local agent, investing enough to
create leverage and then using it by selectively reducing aid via conditionality may be more eﬀective than the opposite.
This centrality of politics for SFA eﬀectiveness, moreover, is a unifying
feature across the diverse range of settings in which SFA is practiced. The
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details of sound political management will vary between applications in
sovereign states at peace, failed states in chaos or weak states at war. But
the common underlying nature of SFA as a PA problem implies that the
political incentives of the actors will normally trump the scale of material
provided or the hours of training oﬀered as determinants of success. This
means that an apolitical approach focused on building material capacity
without creating political incentives for compliant behavior will usually fail –
and the challenges of aligning incentives in SFA will often be daunting, with
signiﬁcant agency losses as the rule and not the exception.
On balance, we thus ﬁnd important limits on ‘small footprint’ SFA’s ability
to solve the looming security challenges of real but limited US interests
abroad. And we argue that these limitations derive from underlying agency
problems that are inherent in the delegation function itself – while the
diﬃculties will vary in degree, they will recur in some form across the variety
of settings in which SFA occurs and will rarely be absent altogether. For the
foreseeable future, small footprints mean small payoﬀs for the US – where
limited US interests preclude large deployments, major results will rarely be
possible from minor investments in SFA.
We present this argument in six steps. First, we develop a PA theory of
SFA and counterpose this to the two most common intuitive models of SFA
in the policy debate: the small-footprint ‘Salvador model’ most popular in
the special operations community and the ‘FM 3-24 model’ most popular
among the regular military. (This discussion is framed around US interests,
but the issues involved are ubiquitous, and we extend the analysis to the
broader non-US context in the conclusion section.) We then assess our
theory and the competing models in three case studies of SFA programs
conducted under conditions of special importance for the respective concepts: El Salvador from 1979 to 1992, Iraq from 2003 to 2014 and South
Korea from 1949 to 1953.14 We conclude with summary observations and a
more detailed discussion of these ﬁndings’ implications for policy and
scholarship.

A PA theory of SFA
PA theory comprises a body of ideas developed originally by economists to
explain interactions between parties to a contract and subsequently generalized and adapted to a wide range of situations in which one actor (the
principal) delegates authority to another (the agent) to carry out actions on
its behalf. In political science, it has been applied to explain interactions
between elected oﬃcials and bureaucrats, legislators and committees, civil
14

Our cases thus involve state recipients, but our theory’s logic also applies to many non-state
recipients, such as Iraqi Kurds or the Free Syrian Army; our argument is not limited to states.
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authorities and the military, domestic agencies and multinational organizations, or guerillas and state patrons, among many others.15
At their root, all such delegation decisions, and thus all of PA theory, are
cost-saving strategies. They enable principals to undertake manufacturing,
home repair, regulation, legislation or national defense at less cost than
doing it themselves. But in exchange, the act of delegation creates problems. In particular, the principal’s interests always diﬀer from the agent’s to
some degree – homeowners want tireless work at low cost but carpenters
want high wages for lighter work; civilians want interservice cooperation
and low defense budgets, oﬃcers want generous funding for their own
service and its priorities. Principals can try to overcome this interest asymmetry and impose their preferences through conditionality (paying only
when satisfactory work is complete, or cutting budgets for Services who
decline to cooperate) or other enforcement means. But enforcement
requires monitoring to know whether and how well the agent is performing,
and agents typically know more about their eﬀorts and circumstances than
principals do. To overcome this information asymmetry, principals must
spend resources to gather data on the agent and their work. Yet, the
more the principal spends on monitoring, the more expensive the project
becomes and the less well the arrangement satisﬁes the original purpose of
reducing cost. Payment, moreover, is a promise of future beneﬁt if the agent
‘works’ (i.e., serves the principal’s interests), whereas enforcement is a threat
of future sanction if the agent ‘shirks’ (i.e., serves the agent’s self-interest
instead); eﬀectiveness in either role turns on the principal’s credibility.
Principals must reassure agents of their promises, but the more reassurance
they provide, the less credible their threat of sanctions becomes and vice
versa: a principal whose commitment to support the agent is unshakable
encourages the agent to take advantage and shirk with less fear of penalty.
Moral hazard on some scale is thus inevitable in all PA transactions.
Principals would prefer to work with agents of sterling integrity and exquisite proﬁciency, but the agent most interested in the job is likely to be the
one who most needs the work – that is, the imperfect worker who is having
15

See, e.g., John Ferejohn and Charles Shipan, ‘Congressional Inﬂuence on Bureaucracy,’ Journal of Law,
Economics, and Organization, 6 (1990), 1–43; Roderick Kiewiet and Mathew McCubbins, The Logic of
Delegation: Congressional Parties and the Appropriations Process (Chicago: University of Chicago Press
1991); Mathew McCubbins and Thomas Schwartz, ‘Congressional Oversight Overlooked: Police Patrols
versus Fire Alarms,’ American Journal of Political Science, 28/1 (1984), 165–79; Mark Pollack,
‘Delegation, Agency, and Agenda Setting in the European Community,’ International Organization,
51/1 (1997), 99–134; Daniel L. Nielson and Michael Tierney, ‘Delegation to International
Organizations: Agency Theory and World Bank Environmental Reform,’ International Organization,
57/2 (2003), 241–76; George W. Downs and David M. Rocke, ‘Conﬂict, Agency, and Gambling for
Resurrection: The Principal-Agent Problem Goes to War,’ American Journal of Political Science, 38/2
(May, 1994), 362–380; Peter D. Feaver, Armed Servants: Agency, Oversight, and Civil-Military Relations
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press 2003); Idean Salehyan, ‘The Delegation of War to Rebel
Organizations,’ Journal of Conﬂict Resolution, 54/3 (2010), 493–515.
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trouble ﬁnding employment otherwise. Adverse selection is thus also inevitable to some degree in all PA transactions.16 These problems of interest
asymmetry, information asymmetry, moral hazard and adverse selection
thus impose an inherent agency loss, or divergence between the outcome
the principal seeks and the outcome the principal obtains: delegation to an
agent can reduce costs, but it typically produces imperfect performance to
some degree, and often the greater the cost saving, the more imperfect is
the performance.17
SFA is a classic PA problem. In SFA, the US (or other SFA provider) is
the principal, the ally receiving the aid is the agent, and the principal’s
aim is to meet a threat to American security more cheaply than by
sending a large US ground force to do the job directly. As with any
other PA problem, SFA is thus subject to agency loss as a consequence
of interest asymmetry, information asymmetry, moral hazard and
adverse selection; unfortunately, the particular circumstances of SFA
promote agency losses that are much larger than many SFA advocates
expect.18
Note that ‘adverse selection’ in principal–agent theory does not mean that the principal is always
free to choose, or select, an agent. On the contrary, the concept of adverse selection refers to the
problem of principals being unable to choose an agent who is highly qualiﬁed. In economics, this is
typically because the principal’s oﬀer is most attractive to the least-qualiﬁed agent, encouraging
better qualiﬁed agents to exit the market until oﬀers improve. In SFA, this is because only ﬂawed
agents enter the ‘market’ for assistance: stable, legitimate, institutionally mature governments rarely
suﬀer from insurgencies, or terrorist basing, or the kind of domestic unrest that invites foreign
predation threats – hence, they are rarely candidates for US SFA in the ﬁrst place. If SFA is under
consideration, it is typically because the agent is ﬂawed – which limits US freedom to choose ideal
agents. This is particularly so for wartime SFA in counterinsurgencies such as Iraq, Afghanistan or
Vietnam. In such wars, the agent is, necessarily, the threatened government the US wishes to
preserve. The fact that they are suﬀering insurgencies means that they are likely to be deeply ﬂawed
– but the US is rarely free to choose some better qualiﬁed local ally than the threatened regime, as
the point of the war is to preserve the regime. (On occasion, the US has tried to create an alternative
ally via coup, as it did with Ngo Dinh Diem in Vietnam, but this hardly enabled the selection of a
legitimate successor.) The central problem of adverse selection in SFA is thus the principal’s inability
to select an ideal agent. But like interest misalignment, adverse selection’s eﬀects vary in magnitude
from case to case. Some insurgent-threatened regimes are worse than others; below, we argue that
the US should try, where possible, to avoid assisting the worst agents by staying out of such wars
altogether. But the word ‘selection’ in adverse selection should not be taken to mean that the US has
unconstrained freedom of choice among a diverse marketplace of candidate agents.
17
For more detailed treatments of PA theory, see, e.g., Jean-Jacques Laﬀont and David Martimort, The
Theory of Incentives: The Principal-Agent Model (Princeton: Princeton University Press 2002); Gary J.
Miller, ‘The Political Evolution of Principal-Agent Models,’ Annual Review of Political Science, 8 (2005),
203–25; Susan Shapiro, ‘Agency Theory,’ Annual Review of Sociology, 31 (2005), 263–84; Kathleen
Eisenhardt, ‘Agency Theory: An Assessment and Review,’ Academy of Management Review, 14/1
(January 1989), 57–74. Note that in the economics literature, ‘adverse selection’ normally requires
that the principal not know the agent’s type (i.e., whether the agent is diligent or not); in our
analysis, the principal can know the agent’s type and still be subject to adverse selection because the
principal has a limited range of agents from which to choose in meeting a given threat, and all of the
potential agents will often present major interest misalignments with the principal.
18
Below, we apply this logic to SFA informally, but formalizations of PA theory can readily be adapted
to SFA. For an introduction to formal PA theory see, e.g., Laﬀont and Martimort, The Theory of
Incentives: The Principal-Agent Model. For a formal PA model of SFA, see Eli Berman, et al., ‘Deterrence
with Proxies,’ in progress.
16
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Large interest asymmetries, for example, are ubiquitous in US SFA. Of
course, no two states ever have identical interests. This is true even for close
allies like the US and Great Britain: even in World War II, divergent US and
British interests led to tension over the priority placed on campaigns in
southern Europe and North Africa, for example, where British postwar
geopolitical and colonial interests conﬂicted with America’s.19 As recently
as 2011, divergent British and US interests produced conﬂict over Libya, with
an Obama Administration that wanted to stay out eventually yielding to
British preferences and consenting to a bombing campaign that it clearly
preferred to avoid.20 US SFA, moreover, is rarely provided to allies as close as
Britain. The top 15 recipients of US SFA between 1980 and 2009, for
example, included states such as Pakistan, which provides safe haven for
al Qaeda’s global headquarters and for Taliban militants who have killed
thousands of US soldiers in Afghanistan; Sudan, which has been accused of
widespread ethnic cleansing against its non-Arab minority; four of the top
seven state sources of foreign ﬁghters for ISIL and of course Afghanistan,
which ranks fourth on Transparency International’s list of the world’s most
corrupt states (placing behind only Somalia, a top-25 recipient of US SFA in
its own right, Sudan, a top-15 recipient, and North Korea).21
In fact, this is a systematic phenomenon. If we use UN voting patterns as
a proxy for interest alignment, then there is a statistically signiﬁcant negative correlation between US-partner interest alignment and US SFA provision: the closer the interest alignment, the less likely the US is to provide
19

Michael J. Lyons, World War II: A Short History, 3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: Prentice Hall
1999), 185–8; Rick Atkinson, An Army at Dawn: The War in North Africa, 1942–1943 (New York: Holt
2002), 11–14.
20
Steven Erlanger, ‘France and Britain Lead Military Push on Libya,’ New York Times, 18 Mar. 2011,
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/19/world/africa/19europe.html; James Kitﬁeld, ‘Obama: The
Reluctant Warrior on Libya,’ The Atlantic, 18 Mar. 2011, http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/
2011/03/obama-the-reluctant-warrior-on-libya/72678/; Patrick Hennessy, Philip Sherwell, and Andrew
Gilligan, ‘Barack Obama’s State Visit to Britain Hit by Splits Over Libya,’ The Telegraph, 21 May 2011,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/libya/8528195/Barack-Obamasstate-visit-to-Britain-hit-by-splits-over-Libya.html.
21
These ﬁgures are based on cumulative spending on: Foreign Military Financing, the Military
Assistance Program, ‘Section 1206,’ International Military Education and Training, and Excess
Defense Articles. The data are a subset of those used in Michael McNerney, et al., Assessing
Security Cooperation as a Preventive Tool, and were derived from the US Agency for International
Development ‘Greenbook.’ See also Stephen Watts, Jason H. Campbell, Patrick B. Johnston, Sameer
Lalwani, Sarah H. Bana, Countering Others’ Insurgencies: Understanding U.S. Small-Footprint
Interventions in Local Context, RR-513-SRF (Santa Monica: RAND 2014), 173. On Pakistan’s support
for the Afghan Taliban, see, e.g., Kronstadt, Pakistan-U.S. Relations, 7–8; on ethnic cleansing in Sudan,
see, e.g., Ted Dagne, Sudan: The Crisis in Darfur and Status of the North-South Peace Agreement
(Washington DC: Congressional Research Service, 15 June 2011), 23–4; on the nationality of foreign
ﬁghters in ISIL, see Aaron Y. Zelin, ICSR Insight: Up to 11,000 foreign ﬁghters in Syria; steep rise among
Western Europeans, International Center for the Study of Radicalisation and Political Violence, Dec.
2013, http://icsr.info/2013/12/icsr-insight-11000-foreign-ﬁghters-syria-steep-rise-among-western-eur
opeans/ (assuming the report’s ‘high estimate’; if the report’s ‘low estimate’ was used, then four of
the top six states would be among the top 15 recipients of US SFA); on Afghanistan, see
Transparency International, Corruption Perceptions Index 2014, http://www.transparency.org/
cpi2014/results.
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military aid.22 We see a similar relationship if we consider corruption: a
state’s rank on the Transparency International list of most corrupt states
correlates directly with its rank on the list of US SFA recipients, with an
ability to reject the null hypothesis of no relationship at the 0.1 level.23
Much of this problem is attributable to adverse selection. The US rarely
gives SFA to Switzerland or Canada because they don’t need it; the states
that need it are rarely governed as eﬀectively as Switzerland or Canada.24
And, the governance problems that give rise to the US interest in SFA often
simultaneously promote interest divergence between the US and its partner.
Regional instability, terrorist infrastructure and humanitarian crises – the
kinds of real-but-limited threats to US interests that SFA is often meant to
address – are strongly associated with weak states and corrupt, unrepresentative, clientelist regimes. In such states, political order often requires
what North, Wallis and Weingast have called a ‘double balance’ wherein the
distribution of economic spoils matches the distribution of power among
potentially violent elites.25 Regimes who allow the internal balance of power
to misalign with the balance of rents risk violent overthrow, and in such
systems, the threat of violence from armed elites within the state apparatus
often exceeds the real threat from foreign enemies, international terrorists
or antigovernment insurgents. Rational leaders of such states thus cannot
treat their militaries as disinterested defenders of the state against foreign
enemies; the armed forces are natural rivals and potential threats. Order
under such conditions thus requires regimes to undertake some mixture of
appeasement, mutual implication and enfeeblement toward their own militaries. Appeasement strategies buy oﬀ potential rivals with economic spoils
proportional to the rivals’ real power; for armed forces with ready access to
violence, this can create an oﬃcer class accustomed to economic privilege
as the price of obedience and with little incentive to pursue disinterested
expertise. Mutual implication encourages loyalty by implicating oﬃcers in
criminal or unethical regime behavior, tying oﬃcers’ fate to the regime’s.
Enfeeblement shifts the internal balance of power by deliberately weakening armed forces’ ability to seize power or intimidate rivals. For example,
Patricia L. Sullivan, Brock F. Tessman, and Xiaojun Li, ‘U.S. Military Aid and Recipient State
Cooperation,’ Foreign Policy Analysis, 7 (2011), 275–294.
23
The Spearman’s Rho is −0.14 with a p value of 0.09. This calculation assumes the 15 countries in
NATO at the end of the Cold War received essentially no SFA from the US from 2000 to 2010. A proxy
measure for SFA was derived from data used in Michael McNerney, et al., Assessing Security
Cooperation as a Preventive Tool; corruption was measured using the Transparency International
Corruption Perceptions Index, available at http://www.transparency.org/research/cpi/. The Stata code
used is available from the authors upon request.
24
Note, again, that the word ‘selection’ does not imply freedom to choose an ideal agent, but in fact
the opposite. On adverse selection in counterinsurgency, see Byman, ‘Friends Like These,’ 99–109.
25
Douglas North, John Wallis, and Barry Weingast, Violence and Social Orders: A Conceptual Framework
for Interpreting Recorded Human History (New York: Cambridge University Press 2009), e.g., 20. For a
similar analysis, see Stephen David, Choosing Sides: Alignment and Realignment in the Third World
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press 1991).
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many such regimes create multiple, overlapping lines of military command,
discourage lateral communication among oﬃcers, create redundant security
organizations, discourage foreign education or training and replace foreigntrained military technocrats with reliable political loyalists.26 Foreign military
aid (such as US SFA) is often welcome in such settings (especially when it
takes the form of ﬁnancial transfers or gifts of equipment), but not for the
purposes the providers often assume – instead, regimes typically see such
aid as a form of largesse, an additional source of beneﬁts to be distributed
to buy political loyalty. More broadly, under the conditions common among
US SFA recipients, the regime’s interests are thus typically focused less on
external enemies than on internal threats from rival elites, and especially the
state military itself, which is often seen as a threat at least equal to that of
foreign enemies.27
By contrast, US interests in such states typically focus on external threats,
and especially transnational terrorists or aspiring regional hegemons.28 US
SFA is commonly intended to strengthen partner militaries’ ability to meet
these ostensibly common threats by improving the partners’ military proﬁciency. But whereas Americans often assume that these external dangers
threaten the partner as well as the US, hence, strengthening the partner
military will thus serve both parties’ interests, this is often mistaken. In fact,
the kind of powerful, politically independent, technically proﬁcient, noncorrupt military the US seeks is often seen by the partner state as a far greater
threat to their self-interest than foreign invasion or terrorist inﬁltration.
Increased military capability destabilizes the internal balance of power;
diminished cronyism and corruption weaken the regime’s ability to control
the empowered oﬃcers. The result is a commonplace and major divergence
See, e.g., Stephen Biddle and Robert Zirkle, ‘Technology, Civil-Military Relations, and Warfare in the
Developing World,’ Journal of Strategic Studies, 19/2 (June 1996), 171–212; Risa Brooks, PoliticalMilitary Relations and the Stability of Arab Regimes (New York: Oxford University Press 1998); James
Quinlivan, ‘Coup-Prooﬁng: Its Practice and Consequences in the Middle East,’ International Security,
24/2 (1999), 131–65; Talmadge, The Dictator’s Army, 15–18; Eliot Cohen, ‘Distant Battles: Modern War
in the Third World,’ International Security, 10/4 (Spring 1986), 143–171.
27
On the distinction between internal and external threats and its role in regime decision making, see
also Michael Desch, Civilian Control of the Military: The Changing Security Environment (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press 2001); David Edelstein, ‘Occupational Hazards: Why Military
Occupations Succeed or Fail,’ International Security, 29/1 (Summer 2004), 49–91; Biddle and Zirkle,
‘Technology, Civil-Military Relations, and Warfare in the Developing World,’; Talmadge, The Dictator’s
Army, ch. 1.
28
Cf. Andrew Boutton, ‘U.S. Foreign Aid, Interstate Rivalry, and Incentives for Counterterrorism
Cooperation,’ Journal of Peace Research, 51/6 (2014), 741-754, which argues that US aid recipients
prefer to arm against external rivals whereas the US prefers the opposite. Often, however, the
recipients’ nominal interest in arming against foreign rivals actually serves the internal interest of
placating a domestic military that beneﬁts from this, as in Pakistan: see, e.g., Azeem Ibrahim, ‘How
America is Funding Corruption in Pakistan,’ Foreign Policy, 11 August 2009; Ayesha Siddiqa, Military
Inc.: Inside Pakistan’s Military Economy (London: Pluto Press 2007). Our usage of internal and external
is relative to the government itself: internal threats are those posed to government actors by other
factions within the government (e.g., the military or other rival elites); external threats are those
outside it (e.g., insurgents or neighboring states).
26
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in US and partner interests that derives ultimately from the adverse selection problems inherent in any PA relationship.
The monitoring and enforcement strategies normally employed to mitigate
interest asymmetries in PA relationships, moreover, face systematic barriers in
SFA. As a cost-reduction strategy, SFA’s whole purpose is to limit the US ‘footprint’
– that is, its presence on the ground in the partner country. Hence, by design,
there will be few US monitors in the country to observe the partner’s behavior.
And, partners have many techniques available for using US aid to pursue the
partner’s interests rather than the provider’s, and many such techniques are very
hard for a handful of US monitors to detect. Financial and material aid are
fungible: even if the nominal assistance goes to professional military purposes,
this can displace state funding which can then be redirected to political allies as
rents, leaving the host military no more eﬀective militarily than before. Training
can be used as a status reward for reliable loyalists, rather than a means of
improving technical proﬁciency. Material aid can be diverted onto the black
market. Aid money transferred to the state treasury can be laundered and
directed to other purposes. To detect such abuses requires intrusive, laborintensive monitoring of a nominal ally’s behavior, and often a sustained presence
by enough US personnel to thwart partner concealment. In other settings,
principals can often rely on monitoring via independent reporting from the
press, from domestic rivals of the agent or from routine overseers such as auditors
or oversight agencies;29 in SFA, by contrast, press freedom in the recipient state is
often minimal, domestic rivals are often either repressed or complicit and the only
trustworthy auditors would be the US personnel whose presence is supposed to
be minimized. The lighter the US footprint, the harder eﬀective monitoring thus
becomes.30
Monitoring, moreover, is useless without enforcement, which normally
means conditionality – a credible US threat to withdraw aid from allies who
misuse it. For SFA, however, conditionality is often very hard to implement
in practice. In the economics literature, conditionality is often proposed as a
means of mitigating moral hazard: agents will not exploit their information
advantages by shirking if principals can condition their payments on successful completion of the work. Yet, conditionality is subject to moral hazard
problems itself, and these loom particularly large for SFA.

29
30

See, e.g., Feaver, Armed Servants, ch. 3.
In many PA relationships, principals combat information asymmetries by sanctioning or rewarding
agents based on outcomes rather than monitoring behavior directly: if the agent delivers a
satisfactory product, the principal pays (and vice versa) whether the principal can observe the
agent’s level of eﬀort or not. In SFA, however, outcome-based monitoring faces major causal
attribution challenges: if the agent fails in combat, is this because the agent is shirking or because
war is uncertain and outcomes are inﬂuenced by a host of exogenous variables beyond the agent’s
control? (Feaver, Armed Servants, ch. 3). We thus assume that to overcome information asymmetries
in SFA requires direct monitoring of the agent’s behavior.
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Conditionality involves two promises of future action: a promise to withhold payments if the agent shirks, and a promise to pay if the agent works.
Because both are promises of future action, credibility is always an issue. The
credibility of the threat and the credibility of the promise are in tension,
however. The more forcefully the US threatens an ally with aid withdrawal in
the event of shirking, the more a rational ally will doubt the US promise to
follow through with its commitment if the ally works. When a US administration threatens an ally with aid withdrawal, this often undermines US
domestic support for the ally (as has been the case with Pakistan, for
example). From the ally’s perspective, why risk domestic instability by forcing reform on an unwilling military for the sake of an American patron
whose commitment to your survival is so contingent and domestically
controversial? How does the ally know that if the result is coup or internal
schism that the Americans will save them, when US polls show American
indiﬀerence to their fate in the aftermath of a US campaign of public
pressure on your regime? Pakistanis, for example, widely believe that the
US abandoned them after the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan; many
Afghans viewed the US coupling of a withdrawal timetable with the onset of
the 2009 Afghan Surge in a similar light and the US withdrawal from Iraq in
2011 left its Sunni allies there to fend for themselves.31 It is not delusional
for SFA recipients to question the credibility of US promises, especially once
the external threats Americans care about have been addressed, American
public opinion has been turned against the ally, but the internal threats
facing the ally remain. Threats of conditionality thus create a problem of
moral hazard on the principal’s part: once the allied regime has reformed as
the Americans want and accepted the associated internal risks, the apparently indiﬀerent Americans may pocket the beneﬁts to US interests but then
walk away and withhold critical assistance in the event of internal crisis.
Conversely, the more the US principal seeks to reassure the agent that US
promises are good and aid will be forthcoming if only the agent accepts the
internal risks of professionalizing its military, the greater is the risk of moral
hazard in the other direction. To build US domestic support for aid,
Administrations often frame the ally as vital to US national security; a
credible promise of aid is normally built on a foundation of American
assurance – both to the ally and to the US public and Congress – that the
ally’s survival is essential to American self-interest. The more forceful these
assurances are, the more a rational ally will doubt the accompanying US
threat to halt aid if the ally shirks. From the ally’s perspective, why risk
domestic instability by forcing reform on an unwilling military when the
31

See, e.g., Daniel Markey, No Exit from Pakistan (New York: Cambridge University Press 2013), 2–4; Alex
Rodriguez, ‘Afghans fear U.S. Drawdown will allow Taliban to regroup,’ Los Angeles Times, 24 June
2011; Dan Morse, ‘Former ‘Sons of Iraq’ Targeted by Insurgents after U.S. Pullout,’ Washington Post,
28 Jan. 2012.
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external threat such reform is meant to meet will presumably be met by the
Americans on your behalf anyway? Promises and reassurance thus create a
problem of moral hazard on the agent’s part: they encourage the agent to
shirk on reforms, trading ineﬀectiveness against external enemies for internal stability in the belief that American aid will continue anyway and that
American arms will ultimately save them if the external threat proves greater
than expected.32
And because conditionality requires both a credible threat and a credible
promise, it is very hard in practice to overcome both problems of moral
hazard at once. Success with one tends to undermine success with the
other; eﬀorts to balance the two run the risk that neither the threat nor
the promise is fully credible. Conditionality in SFA thus poses a dual commitment problem: it is diﬃcult for the agent to credibly commit itself to
work and not shirk if the principal ‘pays’ the agent, but it is also diﬃcult for
the principal to credibly commit itself to pay the agent if the agent works
rather than shirking.33
This problem is compounded, moreover, if the agent has access to multiple principals and can threaten each with defection to the other if aid is
withheld. For US SFA to Iraq, for example, the Iraqi agent can respond to US
threats and conditions by turning instead to Iran for aid – and can use the
opposite threat to reduce Iranian leverage in turn. The net result is a
complex set of challenges that must be overcome for conditionality to be
eﬀective in SFA.
In domestic commerce, by contrast, contracts are enforceable by law.
Legal costs give rise to agency loss even here, but the availability of legal
recourse gives conditionality by contract provision a degree of inherent
credibility. In SFA, there is no meaningful legal authority to enforce conditionality, hence the moral hazards inherent in delegation loom larger.
The net result is major agency loss much of the time in SFA. Adversely
selected agents whose interests often focus on domestic power balancing
commonly use US aid not to ‘work’ by professionalizing their militaries, as
the US prefers, but to ‘shirk’ by reinforcing clientelism. Limited US monitoring often provides only ambiguous evidence of such shirking, and conditionality to enforce US preferences on the use of aid is often undermined by
moral hazard rather than mitigating it. In the end, US aid then has much less
An anonymous reviewer referred to this as ‘the paradox of SFA’ – if US interests are important
enough to provide SFA, the local ally has an incentive to shirk on the assumption that the US will
take up the slack rather than accept mission failure. In PA theoretic terms, this represents agency loss
attributable to moral hazard on the part of the agent and is very similar to the problem of banks that
were ‘too big to fail’ in the 2008–9 ﬁnancial crisis and could thus accept risk on the assumption that
they would be bailed out if the risky gambles failed.
33
Both are forms of moral hazard, and both aggravate agency loss in SFA, but only the former is
emphasized in most PA theoretical literature. (For an exception, see Miller, ‘The Political Evolution of
Principal-Agent Models,’ 220–3). The authors thank Eli Berman and David Laitin for this insight.
32
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ability to improve partners’ real military eﬀectiveness than the scale of US
assistance would suggest.
This is not to say that aid is irrelevant (or adverse) to the partner’s military
performance. Even poorly used aid can be better than none at all.
And the theory above suggests that the scale of agency loss, while
often large, will vary with local conditions. As PA theory implies, agency
loss is proportional to the degree of interest misalignment between the
principal and the agent: where US interests are more closely aligned
with the partner’s, we can thus expect greater improvement in partner
military eﬀectiveness per dollar of SFA expenditure. PA theory also
implies that the greater the principal’s investment in monitoring and
the more conditional the aid provision, the smaller is the agency loss.
Hence, we can expect that where the US monitors more intrusively and
conditions aid more credibly, we should see greater military impact per
dollar of SFA expenditure. The analysis above suggests that close interest alignment, intrusive monitoring and credible conditionality will be
rare for US SFA, but where observed, these unusual conditions should
promote greater improvements in the partner’s military than in more
typical cases.

Alternative views: the Salvador and FM 3-24 models
This view of SFA as a diﬃcult PA problem is not the orthodox opinion in the
policy community. Two more common perceptions might be called the
Salvador and FM 3-24 models. Neither is a fully speciﬁed theory, but each
implies very diﬀerent expectations than the argument above.
The Salvador model is inspired by the US SFA eﬀort in El Salvador from
1979 to 1992, wherein a small US Special Operations Force (SOF) training
team, combined with ﬁnancial aid and equipment transfers to the
Salvadoran government, helped end the FMLN insurgency and stabilize
the country. Its proponents, especially in the special forces community,
hold that by keeping the US footprint in the country small, this eﬀort
avoided the moral hazard inherent in larger US deployments: the
Salvadoran regime, unlike say the Thieu government in South Vietnam,
understood that US forces were too small to defend them against the
insurgents; hence, Salvadorans needed to defend themselves rather than
depend on Americans to do the military heavy lifting for them. In this view,
US aid provided the catalytic training and critical equipment the
Salvadorans needed to defend themselves but never displaced indigenous
forces in combat. And by limiting the US deployment to elite, highly trained
commandos with language skills, cultural sensitivity and long experience in
working with foreign militaries, small teams of such Americans could build
relationships and achieve improvements in their host’s performance that
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large formations of regular US infantry would not have been able to do.
Salvador model proponents see this as a template for eﬀective SFA in the
future, too.34
The FM 3-24 model, by contrast, is inspired by the approach to SFA in the
2006 US counterinsurgency manual of the same name. This approach relies
on the conventional Army and Marine Corps to build partner-nation militaries by teaming them with large deployments of US troops who will
conduct combat operations together with their indigenous allies. Whereas
the Salvador Model represents small-footprint SFA, the FM 3-24 model splits
the diﬀerence between small-footprint SFA and unilateral US warﬁghting.
Modern US counterinsurgency (COIN) doctrine, as embodied in FM 3-24,
stresses the importance of local forces to defeat insurgents, but unlike the
Salvador Model, it assumes that the local government needs more US
support early in the process. Its purpose is still to empower the ally to win
its own war by building an allied military to whom the ﬁghting will be
handed oﬀ as soon as possible. But the FM 3-24 Model assumes that this
task is beyond the capacity of small SOF teams, who cannot train enough
partner forces fast enough to preserve a weak partner facing a major
insurgency. Hence, in this view, more US troops are needed to increase
training throughput, to protect the host government temporarily with a
large US ground force to hold the line while the host military is built and to
stiﬀen local forces with US combat troops as the locals learn to ﬁght. The US
presence, initially large, is then withdrawn and the local ally takes over the
war with limited US assistance thereafter. The result is a larger US footprint
than the Salvador Model prescribes, but a smaller US investment than a
unilateral US war would require, via progressively increasing reliance on an
improving allied military instead.35
In diﬀerent ways, the Salvador and FM 3-24 models thus each address a
part of the PA challenge described above: the Salvador model seeks to
mitigate the moral hazard created by over-reassurance; the FM 3-24 model
provides an extensive on-the-ground presence in close daily contact with
the partner military that can monitor its behavior. Neither, however,
addresses more than a part of the problem. The FM 3-24 approach is built
on an implicit assumption of interest alignment between the US and its
34

See, e.g., David Tucker and Christopher J. Lamb, United States Special Operations Forces (New York:
Columbia University Press 2007), 156, 195; Steven Metz, ‘New Challenges and Old Concepts:
Understanding 21st Century Insurgency,’ Parameters, Winter 2007–8; David Kilcullen, The Accidental
Guerrilla: Fighting Small Wars in the Midst of a Big One (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2009), 283;
Austin Long, ‘Small Is Beautiful: The Counterterrorism Option in Afghanistan,’ Orbis, 54/2 (January
2010), 199–214; Carter Malkasian and J. Kael Weston, ‘War Downsized: How to Accomplish More with
Less,’ Foreign Aﬀairs, 91/2 (March/April 2012), 111–121; T. X. Hammes, ‘Counterinsurgency: Not a
Strategy, But a Necessary Capability,’ Joint Force Quarterly, 65/2 (April 2012), 48–52; Howard Altman,
‘SOCOM’s Goal: Pre-empt Wars,’ The Tampa Tribune, 19 May 2013, http://www.tbo.com/list/macdillair-force-base-news/socoms-goal-pre-empt-wars-b82486657z1.
35
Department of the Army, FM 3-24: Counterinsurgency (Washington DC: US GPO, 2006), esp. ch. 6.
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partner and is thus silent on conditionality or other enforcement means that
are needed to discourage shirking. The Salvador model is more attentive to
shirking but limits the monitoring capacity needed to detect it and creates
moral hazard in the other direction by promoting uncertainty about the US
commitment to the partner.
The net result is a set of sharply divergent expectations for observed
outcomes. The Salvador model holds that small footprint SFA should
yield disproportionate improvements in partner military eﬀectiveness,
and larger improvements with smaller investments than conventional
large-footprint missions. The FM 3-24 model holds the opposite. Both
expect SFA missions executed according to its model to yield major
improvements in the recipient military’s combat eﬀectiveness. By contrast, the PA theory presented above is more pessimistic absent unusual
degrees of interest alignment coupled with intrusive monitoring and
conditionality. And, the PA approach sees the size of the US footprint
as less important than relative interest alignment, monitoring eﬀort and
conditionality for results: neither small nor large US deployments will
suﬃce to outweigh the eﬀects of misaligned interests or imperfect monitoring and enforcement.

Case selection: El Salvador, Iraq, and Korea
To assess these contrasting ideas, a large-n analysis to exploit the large
case universe of this very common mission would be ideal – but appropriate data do not exist, especially for non-US SFA providers.36 To compile such data, moreover, would be diﬃcult given the very size of the
case universe, the covert nature of some SFA and the limited public
documentation of non-US SFA activity. We thus employ a small-n design,
with cases chosen to maximize the theoretical leverage available from a
limited sample of observations. In particular, we consider three cases: El
Salvador from 1979 to 1992, Iraq from 2003 to 2014, and Korea from
1949 to 1953.
El Salvador is a critical case for the special operations small-footprint
school. Its centrality to the SFA debate makes it an essential case to
consider: if the Salvador Model works as advertised anywhere, it should be
here.
As the Salvador case is central for its namesake model, so the Iraq
experience is critical for the FM 3-24 Model: Iraq was both its ﬁrst explicit
application and, in the minds of many, a campaign designed around the
36

For a partial list of such cases, see Regan’s data cited in ‘Third Party Interventions in Intrastate
Conﬂict.’ As large as Regan’s enumeration is, it omits some cases that ﬁt our deﬁnition of SFA and
does not address our dependent variable. Other SFA datasets exclude non-US providers, risking
downward bias on estimates of SFA eﬀectiveness.
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new doctrine’s prescriptions after General David Petraeus, the manual’s
coauthor, assumed command in January 2007. As the model prescribes,
there was a large deployment of US ground troops both to train a large
Iraqi military and to provide security while it matured; a major transfer of
weapons, equipment and ﬁnancial aid to the Iraqi government; then a
gradual transfer of responsibility from US forces to their host-nation
counterparts.37 If the apolitical capacity-building prescribed by the manual
is going to work anywhere, it should work in a campaign designed so
deliberately around its provisions.
South Korea presents a contrasting, large-footprint SFA mission under
conditions of unusual interest alignment, with US intrusiveness and conditionality at odds with FM 3-24’s provisions. The case thus oﬀers an
opportunity to assess the Salvador Model’s emphasis on keeping the US
footprint small, and the FM 3-24 Model’s emphasis on building allied
capacity rather than selectively weakening it by manipulating aid for
political leverage. The case also oﬀers an important opportunity to
observe SFA in a high-intensity conventional war. Conventional warfare
is extremely demanding.38 It is also an important domain for US assistance: in Ukraine today, for example, SFA would aim chieﬂy at defeating
a conventional threat, whether from a Russian invasion or conventionally
armed separatists. Our theory highlights interest misalignment between
externally focused principals and internally focused agents; we thus
include a case where the external threat is severe to assess the associated predictions.
Taken together, these cases thus enable observation of the causal processes in two namesake cases for the contrasting orthodox views with a
third case to provide variance on the critical variables of footprint size,
monitoring and conditionality. Although a small sample of cases can neither
prove a PA theory of SFA nor disprove its alternatives, this combination of
traits illustrates the respective views under challenging conditions and oﬀers
unusual leverage to increase the relative shift in conﬁdence obtainable from
a small observational sample.

Case study: El Salvador, 1979–1992
Though the Salvador experience inspired its namesake model, the former
oﬀers at best weak support for the latter. The El Salvador Armed Forces
(ESAF) did improve, but they were never eﬀective enough to defeat a
37
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numerically inferior insurgency, which ended in a negotiated compromise
settlement amid mutual exhaustion as the Cold War closed. And, among
the ESAF’s most important unresolved shortcomings was its abusiveness
toward the population in threatened areas. Although the abuse rate did
decline, a Salvadoran oligarchy that was resolved to enforce class privilege by brutalizing opponents resisted US pressure to reform, and US
eﬀorts to coerce change via conditionality fell short of the intended goal
in the face of limited leverage and imperfect monitoring of the ESAF. The
net result was a real – but limited – payoﬀ for Salvador Model SFA even
in the Model’s namesake case.
Although the Salvador SFA footprint was much smaller than in Iraq or
Afghanistan, it was still an unusually large eﬀort. From 1979 to 1991,
the US provided over $5 billion in assistance to the Salvadoran government, of which more than $1 billion comprised military training and
equipment, making El Salvador the eighth largest recipient of US military aid worldwide at the time.39 The US also trained ESAF oﬃcers in
the US and deployed to El Salvador a small contingent of US Special
Forces trainers and advisors to work directly with the ESAF in the ﬁeld
and improve their ability to use the US-supplied aid. This deployment
was capped by the US Congress at 55 personnel but crept upwards to
an actual strength of over 150 by 1987.40 This was still tiny by comparison with 160,000 US soldiers in Iraq, but it was much larger than most
US SFA missions, which often comprise just a few dozen soldiers at a
time.41
The central US objective in this eﬀort was to defeat a Soviet-supported
FMLN (Farabundo Martí para la Liberacion National) insurgency lest the
USSR gain a client state in Central America. To this end, US policy sought
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a combination of military expansion, professionalization, land reform,
economic redistribution and respect for human rights in order to undermine both the FMLN’s military prospects and its political appeal, producing a stable US-allied government that could block Soviet inﬂuence in
the region.42
The Salvadoran regime shared the goal of preventing its overthrow
but sharply opposed economic and political reform as a means and was
wary of a more technocratic oﬃcer corps. Salvadoran agrarian elites had
relied for generations on an internal balance in which a handful of
wealthy families shared rents from a sharply unequal economy that
they controlled via repressive governance and a security apparatus that
was organized along semifeudal family lines to ensure its loyalty and was
bound to the regime by complicity in violence against political activists.43
American proposals for economic reforms that would undermine the
ﬁnancial basis of the traditional elite’s power thus posed existential
threats to them, as did US-advocated military professionalization that
would weaken plutocratic control. For the ruling oligarchy, the system
of economic and social privilege it enforced and the intra-elite balance
this created was thus at least as important as defeating the insurgency –
in fact, for them, the counterinsurgency campaign was chieﬂy a means to
this ultimate goal of preserving their wealth and inﬂuence, and the
regime preferred to terrorize opponents rather than accepting what
they saw as self-defeating reforms.44
This interest divergence created persistent tension between the US and
its ally over the conduct of the war. The US tried to use monitoring and
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conditionality to advance its agenda; the Salvadoran regime resisted reforms
they saw as defeating the whole purpose of the war.45
US oﬃcial monitoring was constrained by the limited scope of the US
presence. The US footprint was large by SFA standards but still small for overseeing a 56,000 strong ESAF, and the Americans were prohibited from accompanying Salvadoran troops on patrol lest the US be drawn into combat.46
Unoﬃcial reporting from the news media and NGOs, however, helped ﬁll a
bit of the gap in a case that attracted wide attention abroad, and at least some
of the more lurid ESAF abuses were detected and publicized.
The result was a series of US threats and aid cutoﬀs designed to compel
reform. In December 1980, the US suspended all aid following the murder of
four American churchwomen. After aid was restored in January 1981, it was
then cut by 30 percent in November 1983 when the Salvadorans failed to bring
a verdict against the perpetrators. In December 1983, Vice President Bush
threatened to halt aid unless right wing death squad violence was stopped.
After 1986, the US Congress withheld $5 million in annual aid pending resolution of the 1981 murders of two US land reform consultants. In February 1989,
Vice President Quayle threatened to cut aid unless the September 1988 massacre of 10 civilians near San Sebastian was resolved. In August 1990, the State
Department protested the slow investigation of the 1989 murder of six Jesuit
priests by refusing to approve $19.6 million in aid; the FY 1991 appropriations
bill withheld 50 percent of the $85 million in military assistance.47
This combination of aid and conditionality did help – it eventually produced a stronger ESAF whose human rights abuses became less frequent. But
it never produced straightforward Salvadoran cooperation, and there were
important limits on its eﬀectiveness: it never created a military strong enough
to defeat the FMLN, and ESAF death squad involvement never went away.48
By the mid-1980s, the ESAF’s US-supplied ﬁrepower forced the FMLN to
45
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abandon large-unit operations and resort to more dispersed guerilla tactics,
while improved ESAF skills (especially in elite airmobile units) enabled government forces to hold key positions under FMLN attack.49 The ESAF rank and
ﬁle, however, never proved capable of eﬀective oﬀensive maneuver, and the
ESAF never outgrew a preference for large, battalion-level sweeps dependent
on heavy ﬁrepower from aircraft or artillery.50 ESAF casualties remained
signiﬁcant through the end of the war, ESAF leadership remained weak and
the ESAF proved unable in the war’s later years to deny insurgents the ability
to strike targets even in El Salvador’s urban core: the FMLN’s second ‘ﬁnal
oﬀensive’ in November 1989 penetrated deep into the capital of San Salvador
and the cities of Miguel, Zacatecoluca and Usulután.51 In fact, the FMLN
enjoyed a resurgence in the mid-80s after adapting its tactics to cope with
the ESAF’s new airpower and remained militarily viable through the end of
the war.52 Nor did US pressure ever eliminate ESAF atrocities. Political murders
by Salvadoran security forces fell from over 10,000 in 1981 to 109 in 1990, but
as late as November 1989, the US-trained Atlacatl Battalion’s murder of six
Jesuit priests enraged the US Congress and led to another round of threatened aid withdrawal.53 US aid produced an ESAF that could avert defeat and
impose a brutal stalemate at heavy cost to both sides, but it could not end
the war.
What did end it was a combination of factors largely unrelated to US SFA.
The FMLN’s 1989 oﬀensive, its acquisition of sophisticated antiaircraft weapons that could threaten the ESAF’s airmobility advantages, growing tensions
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within the Salvadoran elite and the political crisis surrounding the Jesuit
priests’ murder all increased the regime’s openness to serious peace talks, as
did the end of the Cold War and the waning prospects for US support of
anticommunist warmaking in Central America. At the same time, the FMLN
lost important ﬁnancial and diplomatic support with the fall of the
Sandinista government in Nicaragua, while the 1989 oﬀensive’s failure to
trigger a general uprising showed that outright military victory remained as
elusive for the FMLN as it was for the ESAF. With no end in sight to a costly
stalemate and prospects for future support weakening on both sides, a
bargaining space opened – eventually ending the conﬂict in the
Chapultepec Peace Accords of January 1992.54 Salvador model SFA made
this possible in the sense that it preserved the Salvadoran government long
enough for the Cold War to end – but it did not create a military that could
defeat the FMLN insurgency nor did it provide enough leverage to align
ESAF behavior with US political interests.
How could such a textbook strategy and over $5 billion not win the war?
The chief problem was interest asymmetry and its consequences.
Salvadoran resistance to reform and military professionalization was rooted
in deep requirements for internal power balancing and elite privilege
against which US leverage paled in comparison. Americans could equip
ESAF soldiers and train ESAF oﬃcers – by 1984, more than half the entire
ESAF oﬃcer corps had attended military schools in the US55 – and this could
improve military performance to a degree. Both sides shared an interest in
preventing an FMLN takeover, and the regime was happy to accept proferred ﬁrepower to prevent a conventional conquest of San Salvador. But to
defeat the FMLN and end the war required reforms that could destabilize
the internal balance underlying the agrarian elite’s rule, they preferred an
indeﬁnite stalemate to that. Nor could Washington credibly threaten anything worse for them than the destabilization that compliance with US
reform demands would hazard. Once the ESAF had the ﬁrepower to prevent
outright collapse, even a total US aid withdrawal would probably have been
tolerable. And, a total aid cutoﬀ could easily be averted via Salvadoran
satisﬁcing and partial compliance – with limited US monitoring and the
information asymmetries of any PA relationship, Salvadorans could do just
enough to restore the aid without fully complying with US demands. The
result was a recipe for stalemate, not victory: even in the Salvador Model’s
namesake case, SFA thus could not escape important agency losses and
signiﬁcant limits on its eﬀectiveness.
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Case study: Iraq, 2003–2014
Iraq, like El Salvador, shows important divergence from its associated model’s expectations and realized outcomes. In particular, the Iraqi Security
Forces (ISF) that emerged from the US SFA mission proved far less proﬁcient
than was hoped, and many of the ISF’s shortcomings are attributable to the
profound interest divergence between the US and its Iraqi ally combined
with limited US monitoring and conditionality. The result was major agency
loss in the form of military ineﬀectiveness for an institution that received
massive assistance from the US.
The SFA footprint in Iraq was much larger than in El Salvador. Between
2004 and 2014, the US spent over $25 billion (unadjusted) on the ISF,
devoted tens of thousands of US personnel to training and advising Iraqi
forces and by 2007 deployed over 100,000 other US troops to provide
security until the ISF could take over.56 Both conventional and SOF conducted SFA, and US forces engaged the ISF through a variety of mechanisms
including embedded military transition teams (MiTTs), unit partnering in
combat and formal training courses, among other means.57 The ISF also
received multiple billions of dollars’ worth of military equipment from the
US, including armored vehicles, artillery, aircraft, small arms, body armor and
ammunition.58
The US objective in Iraq was to build a stable democracy that would be
an ally in the global war on terror and a demonstration of democracy’s
potential for other states in the region. This agenda required pluralistic and
inclusive government. Iraq, like many states in the Gulf, combined multiple
ethnic and sectarian subpopulations which had lived together more or less
peacefully under autocratic rule, but whose relations were often tense based
on histories of mutual grievance and perceived oppression. Saddam, a Sunni
Arab, had suppressed Iraqi Shiite Arab and Kurdish aspirations via policestate repression; his removal in the American-led invasion toppled Sunni
control of the government and created uncertainty among all major subpopulations over their status and safety in a newly ﬂuid environment. This
made pluralist, tolerant governance a high priority for the US: if the new
government turned into an instrument of ethnic or sectarian oppression by
56
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one group over the others, this could easily discourage, not encourage,
democratic reform elsewhere in the region, where ethno-sectarian divisions
like Iraq’s were widespread. And if ethno-sectarian score-settling and internecine violence spread across Iraq’s borders, the result could become a
regionwide identity war with grave consequences for US national security.
To avert this, US policy thus sought an open, accountable, free-and-fair
political system capable of commanding the loyalty of all Iraqis regardless
of sect – and a security apparatus that reﬂected this via disinterested
professional expertise with the military capacity to defend all Iraqis, regardless of sect, from a growing insurgency that was initially assumed to reﬂect
the revanchist aims of the toppled Baathist elite.59
Few Iraqi political elites shared this American agenda. In a country whose
political history was dominated by violent, winner-take-all struggles for
control wherein second-place ﬁnishers often faced a noose, many Iraqi elites
distrusted electoral succession and saw the ﬂuidity of the post-Saddam
system as a struggle to dominate the instruments of state coercive power
before their rivals could. The early elections favored by Americans reinforced
these fears and fueled sectarianism by giving politicians an incentive to
exploit nascent fears of the sectarian other for short-term electoral gain in a
system that many elites feared would be captured and subverted by the
early winners. And the resulting environment created powerful pressures for
elites to seize control of arms and ﬁghters who could advance their increasingly sectarian political factions’ agendas against their internal rivals: Iraqi
would-be democrats who followed the American lead and limited themselves to rule-bound electoral competition on a strictly non-sectarian nationalist platform with respect for a disinterested state security force risked
lethal defeat at the hands of rivals who played by diﬀerent rules.60
The result was a generation of Iraqi political ﬁgures whose aims diverged
systematically from American preferences. Iraq’s ﬁrst elected prime minister,
Ibrahim al-Jaafari, shrugged oﬀ American concerns about the rising level of
violence in Iraq and actively protected the sectarian Shiite militias operating
in Baghdad and elsewhere.61 So too did Nuri al-Maliki, the next Prime
Minister. Maliki’s tenure lasted from 2006 until 2014 and was marked by a
sectarian agenda fundamentally at odds with US interests in Iraq.62 Rather
than work through the constitutional and legal framework the US helped
59
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create, he developed a ‘shadow government’ composed of extralegal, largely sectarian organizations to help him maintain power.63 His administration was implicated in brutal sectarian violence, resisted the US push to
expand the Sunni-led ‘Awakening’ movement and worked to elevate sectarian loyalists over disinterested professionals within the government and the
ISF.64
This interest asymmetry created powerful incentives for Iraqi agents to
use the US principal’s aid to create politicized, sectarian, clientelist security
forces of a kind that served the needs of Shiite elites in an internal competition for power, rather than developing the kind of externally focused,
politically disinterested, technocratic counterinsurgency force sought by
Americans. To limit such shirking would have required aggressive US monitoring and systematic enforcement of US preferences via conditionality. Yet,
the US SFA program displayed little of either for most of its duration.
In 2008, a standard MiTT embedded with an Iraqi battalion had only
11 Americans.65 Among partnered units, some ISF soldiers would only see
their US partners once or twice a week.66 Moreover, Maliki simply refused
to allow advisors in some organizations he considered especially
sensitive.67 Such infrequent contact made it hard to monitor the performance of Iraqi units well enough to ensure consistent professional behavior. This problem only grew as the US footprint shrank after 2008, and as
US forces transferred more of the responsibility for security to the ISF.
Nor were US intelligence assets normally used for monitoring ISF or
regime behavior. There was a major intelligence eﬀort in the theater,
but for most of the war, it was focused overwhelmingly on the insurgency, not on America’s allies.68
Similarly, there was little conditionality attached to US SFA. There were
a few notable exceptions, particularly in 2007 and 2008 (about which
more in a later section), but there was otherwise scarcely any systematic
coercion of the Iraqi government or the ISF. Indeed, US military doctrine
at all levels strongly discourages the use of coercive leverage when
conducting SFA, preferring instead rapport building and persuasion. FM
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31-20-3, for example, cautions that advisors should ‘not use bribery or
coercion, since results achieved from these actions are only temporary’;
FM 3-24 encourages advisors to be ‘subtle’ and ‘diplomatic when correcting host-nation forces’ and FM 3-22, which also counsels advisors to be
subtle, argues ‘foreign units are most receptive to advisor teams that
teach unobtrusively’.69 The structure of many of the advisory relationships abetted the problem, as most US advisors were junior in rank to
their Iraqi counterparts.
The result was an ISF whose battleﬁeld performance was consistently –
sometimes catastrophically – poor in spite of massive US assistance. When
struck by a numerically inferior Islamic State oﬀensive at Mosul in June 2014,
four full divisions of Iraqi Army troops disintegrated, leaving behind most of
their US-supplied weapons and equipment in disorganized ﬂight.70 But the
problem was much more longstanding than this. Except for a few isolated units,
the ISF performed ineptly in Fallujah in 2004, Ramadi in 2006 and Baghdad in
2008.71 In the latter case, Iraqi Army units showed terrible ﬁre discipline and
could not patrol properly. One entire company simply abandoned its post and
ﬂed. The ISF were also ineﬀectual during the so-called Charge of the Knights
episode in Basra in 2008, described as a ‘colossal failure in execution’ by US
Brigadier General Dan Allyn.72 In fact, there are strikingly few examples of large
elements of the ISF performing eﬀectively in combat between 2003 and 2014,
despite multiple opportunities and a massive investment of US resources.73
Nor did the ISF typically pursue the nonsectarian approach advocated
by their American benefactors. Even at the height of the SFA eﬀort, US
forces had trouble keeping sectarian militia groups from inﬁltrating the
Army, and could not reliably prevent human rights abuses or other
malign behavior.74 The Iraqi National Police (INP) was particularly notorious for ignoring (at best) or (at worst) actively participating in anti-Sunni
69
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death squad activity through at least mid-2007.75 In fact, some INP units
actively cooperated with Shiite militias in violence against US forces
whom Shiite militants saw as an obstacle. One of the authors observed
such an episode ﬁrst hand, when a US patrol in which he was traveling
was nearly ambushed by Shiite Jaish al-Mahdi militiamen in Baghdad
after passing an INP checkpoint that appears to have tipped oﬀ the
militiamen to the Americans’ approach.76 Such behavior inﬂamed sectarian hostility and contributed to a civilian death toll that by some estimates approached 100,000 by the end of 2008; rather than protecting
the civilian population and stabilizing the country under pluralistic rule,
ISF methods actively threatened the Sunni population and promoted the
aims of nongovernment Shiite militias.77 More broadly, the congressionally chartered Jones Commission established to assess the ISF concluded
in 2007 that ‘The challenge for the [Iraqi] Army is its limited operational
eﬀectiveness, caused primarily by deﬁciencies in leadership, lack of disciplinary standards, and logistics shortfalls.’ Iraqi police rated even
harsher assessments:
In general, the Iraqi Police Service is incapable today of providing security at a
level suﬃcient to protect Iraqi neighborhoods from insurgents and sectarian
violence. . .. The National Police have proven operationally ineﬀective, and
sectarianism in these units may fundamentally undermine their ability to
provide security. The force is not viable in its current form.78

How is it possible that more than 10 years, thousands of trainers and $25
billion could not produce a passable military? As in El Salvador, interest
divergence was at the root of the problem. The US and Iraqi governments
had two very diﬀerent visions for the ISF. The US wanted a technically
proﬁcient force capable of defending all sects’ interests and focused on
counterinsurgency warfare against both Sunni insurgents and Shiite militias.
By contrast, the Jaafari and Maliki regimes were focused on preserving their
position in a mostly intra-Shiite struggle for political power in which the ISF
was seen as a potentially decisive arbiter in a potentially lethal internal
contest. For the regime’s purposes, a politically disinterested technocratic
military of the kind the Americans sought would have been a danger, not an
asset: not only would Jaafari or Maliki have been unable to ensure such
oﬃcers’ personal loyalty in internal political jockeying, but also both men
75
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would be likely to see American-trained technocrats as a kind of Trojan
Horse – a tool of American inﬂuence and interference that might undermine
the consolidation of power in Jaafari’s or Maliki’s oﬃce. By consistently
elevating sectarian loyalists over those more professionally inclined, the
Iraqi government created strong incentives for members of the military to
learn only those skills required to be a good loyalist militia – which does not
include the ability to conduct modern, large-scale combat operations.79 By
cultivating deliberate corruption in the oﬃcer corps, the regime created a
ﬁnancial incentive for military cooperation, and by turning a blind eye to
death squad activity by government forces the regime tied the complicit
oﬃcers to its own fate.80 The results created an ISF whose performance was
largely insensitive to US aid and training: Americans could provide weapons
and teach tactics, but a corrupt, politicized oﬃcer corps could neither
absorb the training nor generate the combat motivation needed to persuade troops to risk their lives on behalf of such a project. As a result, the ISF
never gained the ability to independently plan and conduct even mediumscale combat operations eﬀectively. And when US leverage diminished with
the progressive withdrawal of US combat forces, regime incentives that had
been an important brake on military proﬁciency all along now had free reign
with even less US interference: particularly after the violence began to wind
down after 2007, and the number of US troops on the ground began to
shrink, Maliki began to systematically replace the few apolitical oﬃcers the
US had managed to install.81 Realistic training became less frequent and
corruption even more common, the combination of which thoroughly
undermined the SFA program in which the Americans had invested so
heavily.

Case study: South Korea, 1949–53
SFA was much more successful in South Korea from 1949 to 1953 than it
was in either El Salvador or Iraq: the Republic of Korea Army (ROKA) that
emerged from the US training and equipping eﬀort by 1953 was radically
superior to its 1950 predecessor, and much of the diﬀerence is attributable
to US SFA. The reason for this success, however, was not simply a bigger
budget, more equipment or more trainers – in Iraq, SFA received more of
79
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each with worse results. Nor does the diﬀerence lie in a small footprint that
would reduce dependence – the Salvador case involved a much smaller
presence but yielded smaller improvements in the allied military’s proﬁciency. Instead, the critical diﬀerence lay in an unusual degree of interest
alignment between the US and its ally, coupled with an unusually intrusive
and conditional assistance mission that reinforced the Korean regime’s
incentives to limit clientelism and professionalize the ROKA, reducing
agency losses in the process and ultimately transforming the remarkably
maladroit army of 1950 into a skilled, respected force in just 3 years.
The US had provided military aid to the Republic of Korea in relatively
limited forms as early as 1945, but the Korean SFA mission began in earnest
on 1 July 1949 with the establishment of the US Military Advisory Group to
the Republic of Korea (KMAG). KMAG was originally authorized at 500
personnel, with $10,200,000 in military aid allocated to South Korea for
the 1950 ﬁscal year.82 This was subsequently raised to $10,970,000 on 15
March 1950.83 The US government initially provided the ROKA supplies and
equipment suﬃcient for 50,000 men.84 KMAG also established a Korean
military school system, with 13 diﬀerent schools in operation by the end
of 1949. South Korean oﬃcers were sent to study at service schools in the
US, and to Japan to observe the US Eighth Army. By 15 June 1950, KMAGestablished ROK army schools had graduated a total of 9126 oﬃcers and
11,112 enlisted men to form the backbone of the South Korean military.85
The prewar SFA mission then expanded dramatically when North Korean
forces invaded the South beginning on 25 June 1950. Accelerated arms
shipments began as early as June 26, and by the end of 1950, more than 70
M-10 tank destroyers, 2000 M-101A1 105 mm towed guns, 1500 M-114A1
155 mm towed guns, 100 M-4 Sherman tanks and 200 M-8 Greyhound
armored cars had been ordered for transfer to South Korea.86 By
December 1952, the ROKA deployed 40 battalions of 105 and 155-mm
artillery, with enough to support each division with a four-battalion artillery
group; when the ﬁghting stopped 7 months later, the ROKA had 72 battalions of modern howitzers.87
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At the same time, the KMAG advisory group was expanded. By the end of
1950, it had grown from 470 to 746 men; by 1953, it reached a strength of
almost 2900.88 This increased capacity enabled the advisory group to establish ﬁve Replacement Training Centers and to resume oﬃcer schooling after
the front stabilized. KMAG also sent ROK oﬃcers to attend US service
schools from late 1951.89 By 1952, the advisory eﬀort had produced school
and training programs that handled large groups of students and trainees,
the ﬁeld training camps provided refresher instruction and a logistical
system had been trained and ﬁelded to support the ROKA’s combat maneuver forces.90
The US interests to be served by this mission changed with the North
Korean invasion. Prior to this, American policy aimed at helping Seoul defeat
a growing Communist insurgency in the south while simultaneously
restraining South Korean President Syngman Rhee from pursuing expansionist ambitions in the North. Rhee hoped to reunify Korea under his own
leadership and wanted a military that could underwrite this agenda;
Americans preferred the status quo and sought mostly to preserve it against
a perceived threat of insurgent subversion. The original, 1949 SFA plan thus
emphasized light arms and a small army oriented toward containing a
guerilla threat.91
When North Korean troops crossed the border, this US policy collapsed.
With a Communist conventional army streaming southward against minimal
resistance, the US priority immediately became regime preservation and the
survival of an independent South Korea in the face of an existential threat.
American aims then expanded once the front stabilized and the military
balance tipped against the North; by late September 1950, US ambitions
had shifted from restoration of the status quo to reuniﬁcation under a proAmerican government.92 Chinese intervention in October 1950 then forced
yet another shift in US preferences, which now retrenched from conquest of
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the North back to an end to the war under something like the territorial
status quo ante bellum.93
Rhee’s interests initially diverged from the Americans’. In part, this was
due to his expansionist aspirations, but it was also inﬂuenced by the
unstable nature of his position as President. In a new polity with little history
of electoral succession, Rhee turned to a variety of authoritarian means to
secure his tenure – including the cultivation of a large and corrupt army
whose oﬃcers’ personal loyalty to Rhee would be underwritten by economic
privilege. Prior to the invasion, Rhee’s interests thus combined vague territorial aspirations for the North with a more concrete concern for preservation of his own rule via a politicized military loyal to him personally, neither
of which were American priorities.94
The invasion refocused Rhee’s concerns as well as his patron’s – the
threat of North Korean conquest quickly dominated any other concerns
Rhee might have had for the stability of his tenure in oﬃce. And, it
brought Rhee’s interests and the Americans’ into unusually close
alignment.95 The Communist advance quickly overran most of South
Korea; by August 1950, allied forces were clinging to a small enclave
around the port city of Pusan.96 The circumstances left Rhee and the
Americans clearly and mutually dependent on each other for survival of
the allied position on the peninsula – neither could safely assume that
the other would carry the load, neither could safely free ride on the other
while pursuing unilateral interests and both were necessarily focused on
a shared goal of survival.
Once the crisis passed after the Inchon Landing in September, a
degree of interest misalignment reemerged, but only at the margin.
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With the threat of annihilation lifted, Rhee could safely experiment once
again with a more politicized oﬃcer corps loyal to him personally; this
put him at odds with American preferences for a politically disinterested,
technocratic military. But his earlier disagreement with his American
patrons over reuniﬁcation was now moot: Rhee’s expansionism came to
be shared by his US ally, which adopted Rhee’s original position and
sought reuniﬁcation under Rhee.97 And, Rhee’s interest in a clientelist
military was itself muted by the Chinese invasion and the renewed sense
of military crisis this brought by the winter of 1950. The eventual military
stalemate then brought renewed misalignment in allied preferences, as
US willingness to accept a status quo compromise conﬂicted with Rhee’s
continued ambitions – but Rhee’s inability to pursue these without
American cooperation again muted the real diﬀerence.98
Yet while the allies’ interests were thus on balance much better aligned
than in El Salvador or Iraq, the US SFA mission nevertheless devoted
unusual eﬀort to monitoring its ally’s behavior and enforcing even closer
alignment via conditionality. The US insisted on assuming command of
ROKA forces in 1950 and assigned KMAG advisors to embed with ROKA
units at the battalion, regiment, division and training school level.99 During
the war, KMAG acted as a fact-gathering agency for the US command by
reporting on Korean unit behavior and capabilities.100 KMAG advisors were
given control of ROKA units’ budgets and were expected to oversee
expenditures to ensure against black-market diversion of funds.101 KMAG
took control of the ROK army’s personnel policy from early 1951, preventing old factions from operating and allowing young, competent oﬃcers to
assume leadership positions. These young leaders adopted American military practices and reinforced the new emphasis on professionalism and
meritocracy.102
Rhee’s dependence on the US and the scale of American assistance
provided the US with signiﬁcant leverage during the war, which it used. In
addition to emphasizing the need for a more professional military, US
leaders underscored their reluctance to furnish any more equipment and
weapons to the ROK until the Koreans demonstrated leadership and training
97
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worthy of that support.103 And when Rhee tried to refuse the US-preferred
armistice deal in June 1953, US negotiators indicated that if Rhee refused to
comply, the US would withdraw its forces from South Korea.104 In the face of
this stark ultimatum, President Rhee acquiesced.105
The net result was a radical improvement in the ROKA’s military
proﬁciency between the 1950 invasion and the 1953 armistice. At the
time of the invasion, no ROKA unit had progressed beyond regimentallevel training, and the army was almost totally devoid of heavy equipment. Employment of the available machine guns and mortars was systematically substandard, with mortars commonly deployed on exposed
ridge lines and crew-served automatic weapons parceled out like riﬂes
along uniform linear dispositions. Basic marksmanship and ﬁre discipline
were systematically poor, reﬂecting junior leaders’ failure to ensure range
qualiﬁcation for their troops.106 Operations and intelligence maps were
haphazard.107 Korean commanders failed to use their staﬀs eﬀectively,
and dissension within poorly organized staﬀ sections was commonplace.
Fighting position preparation, combat maneuver and ﬁre support coordination were all systematically deﬁcient. When struck by Communist
assault forces, many such units shattered, abandoning positions and
equipment in rearward ﬂight.108
US advisor assessments from this period were often harshly critical of ROKA
performance: training inspections held for all units of the Army during the early
summer of 1949 revealed numerous deﬁciencies in small unit training, particularly in weapons marksmanship.109 An advisor’s assessment of the 1st Korean
Infantry Division, 12th Regiment in May 1949, stated that the unit was ‘unsatisfactory in training of all echelons. [The regiment had] practically no
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knowledge of company formations and tactics. The individual soldier was weak
in all aspects of security, use of concealment and cover, crawling etc.’110 An
inspection of the 2nd Battalion of the ROKA 7th Brigade showed ‘a deﬁnite lack
of knowledge concerning the characteristics of weapons, terrain appreciation
and evaluation, issuance of orders and control.’111 The 17th Regiment inspection reports ‘dirty weapons, no ﬂank patrols in advance march, lack of control of
platoons after crossing line of departure, limited reconnaissance, crew-served
weapons displaced forward too soon before the objective was taken by riﬂe
platoon’112 The 9th Regiment inspection revealed a ‘general lack of squad and
platoon training’, and ‘oﬃcers and NCOs [who] lacked ability and understanding of American tactics’.113 Other advisors reported combat eﬀectiveness rates
as low as 15 percent for some divisions, with the majority of units lacking
training at the platoon, company and battalion level.114
By 1953, by contrast, all ROKA forces had been fully reequipped and
had received division-level training – many of them in several iterations
of up to 11 weeks total duration.115 Combat proﬁciency improved
accordingly. In October 1952, for example, the ROK 9th Division reached
a turning point in a 10-day battle against the Chinese Thirty-Eighth
Army. In the Battle of White Horse Mountain, Korean battalions fought
in coherent units, gave ground only when necessary and counterattacked with skill and motivation.116 Although the ROK 9th Division
suﬀered over 3500 casualties over this period, it managed to hold its
ground against 28 diﬀerent attacks by over 23,000 Chinese soldiers.117
ROK Divisions continued to have success in meeting Chinese attacks
through the ﬁrst half of 1953, exhibiting greater tactical ﬂexibility and
sophistication at all level of operations.118 During the Summer Oﬀensive
along the Eighth Army lines in May 1953, the ROK Capital Division and
the 9th Division both fought hard to keep the Chinese attackers at bay
in three separate engagements. Timely intelligence, accurate artillery
and an eﬃciently planned counterattack inﬂicted heavy casualties on
the Chinese.119 And even when outnumbered and pushed back by
Chinese forces, the ROK army’s performance demonstrated a great
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improvement over ROK units under comparable conditions in the spring
of 1951.120
Assessments from US advisors reﬂected this improvement: reports
from 1952 to 1953 frequently commented on the ROKA’s increased
competence, noting that ROK soldiers had ‘showed improvement in
every ﬁeld of military endeavor’.121 ROK soldiers received high marks
even when their equipment was substandard: Capt. William H. Davis,
assigned to the 62nd Field Artillery Battalion, reported that his battalion’s
gun tubes were so old and worn that accurate indirect ﬁre was unlikely,
but that his unit showed good leadership and was trained and competent in all basic artillery tasks.122 Other KMAG advisors agreed that the
Korean artillery was excellent,
they like ﬁre direction and survey and they are good at laying pieces
(setting up the guns to ﬁre on a pre-determined azimuth or direction).
They get six months of training [from an American unit], including three
months on the line. There is no attrition . . . and they need few
replacements.123

By January 1953, ROKA units occupied 59 percent of the front line,
met 87 percent of the enemy’s probes and attacks and inﬂicted 50
percent of the enemy casualties.124 All units beneﬁted from the KMAG
training program by returning to the front with more skill, and conﬁdence, and by losing 50 percent less equipment and men than did
units without the training.125 The comparison with the 1949–50 assessments was stark.
The results suggest that SFA thus can catalyze important improvements in recipients’ military eﬀectiveness. But this does not happen
simply because the patron provides resources. The ROKA had received
substantial aid (albeit limited to light weapons), and training in its use
prior to the invasion, yet showed little ability to use the assistance
competently in the ﬁeld until the military crisis of 1950 created appropriate incentives. Once an existential outside threat turned military
competence into a life-and-death matter for the South Korean regime
and brought US and regime incentives into alignment, US aid became
120
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a powerful tool for improving allied eﬀectiveness. But even then,
interest alignment was not so perfect as to remove any potential for
agency loss and ineﬃciency: aggressive monitoring and credible conditionality were needed to eliminate holdover corruption and limit
subsequent backsliding into clientelist behavior. The Korean case
shows that where conditions are conducive, agency losses in SFA can
be mitigated – but it also shows how diﬃcult that can be to accomplish in practice.

Conclusions and implications
SFA is best understood as a PA problem wherein agency losses will
often be high. Adverse selection promotes major interest asymmetries
between the provider and the recipient. Monitoring is diﬃcult and
costly. Conditionality must overcome credibility dilemmas that can be
managed but never wholly eliminated. These challenges normally preclude big payoﬀs from modest aid, and even large investments commonly yield disappointing results.126 Though the particulars will vary,
shared underlying agency dynamics confront any SFA mission, regardless of its size or context, and these pose important challenges for SFA
as a solution to the twenty-ﬁrst century dilemma of real but limited US
interests in faraway conﬂict zones.
This does not make SFA useless, however. As the Korea case shows,
US and allied interests will sometimes align in ways that reduce agency
losses, especially if US policy is intrusive and conditional.127 In the
Philippines after 2001, US aid that focused on a small, elite subset of
the Philippine military (their special forces) was able to professionalize a
force whose small size limited its threat to a fragile internal balance of
power; against a relatively weak, isolated Abu Sayyaf insurgency, this
elite was able to make signiﬁcant progress even without meaningful
reform of the regular military, where corruption continued to limit its
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For similar conclusions on the eﬀectiveness of small footprints, see, e.g., Major Fernando M. Luján,
Light Footprints: The Future of American Military Intervention (Washington DC: Center for a New
American Security 2013); Watts, et al. The Uses and Limits of Small-Scale Military Interventions.
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In fact, if interests are perfectly aligned, then neither conditionality nor monitoring is needed –
under such conditions, PA theory predicts zero agency losses even with unmonitored, wholly
unconditional capacity building: see, e.g., Eli Berman and David Lake, eds., Proxy Wars:
Suppressing Transnational Violence through Local Agents (forthcoming), ch. 1. This is a very
rare special case, however. In the real world, adverse selection normally implies some degree
of interest misalignment, as the case studies above and those in the Berman-Lake anthology
suggest. Even in the Korean War, where US and allied interests were unusually similar,
alignment was still imperfect and the US still beneﬁted from both intrusive monitoring and
conditionality.
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military utility.128 In Colombia after 2002, a rare combination of a
reformist President in command of a chastened military enabled unusually eﬀective SFA. A series of conspicuous defeats at the hands of
FARC rebels had led a compunctious Colombian military to begin modest reforms in the late 1990s. When Alvaro Uribe then took power in
2002, his unusual willingness to accept personal risk in destabilizing the
regime’s internal balance allowed him to exact important reductions in
military cronyism and corruption. Previous US aid had achieved little.
But taken together, Uribe’s rare willingness to focus on an external
insurgent threat rather than the intra-elite internal balance, and his
enervated military’s tolerance of this, brought Uribe’s interests and US
interests into alignment and enabled an uncommon scale of improvement in Colombian military eﬀectiveness. It still took over a decade of
ﬁghting, but the more proﬁcient Colombian military was eventually able
to use carefully monitored, conditional US assistance to drive the FARC
insurgency to the negotiating table.129 Exceptions thus do occur –
either where the external target is small enough to be addressed by a
small, non-threatening elite (as in the Philippines), or where circumstances create unusual interest alignment (as in Korea or Colombia).
Under adverse selection, such exceptions are rare. But when they
appear, this oﬀers an opportunity for eﬃcient aid that makes a real
military diﬀerence – interest alignment is perhaps the central political
variable in any PA relationship, in wartime or in peacetime, or between
established governments or following regime change; if political interests align, then SFA will be much more eﬃcient in any of these settings.
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Years to Produce Results, GAO-01-26 (Washington DC: General Accounting Oﬃce October 2000). On
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And even ineﬃcient aid with serious agency losses can sometimes be
worthwhile. More training and equipment is usually better than less; so, SFA
will typically improve recipient capability at least somewhat. If little is needed,
then SFA may suﬃce. In El Salvador, US SFA never produced an ESAF that
could actually win the war, but it could at least avert defeat and sustain a
grinding stalemate until exogenous events eventually enabled a settlement.
Though many hoped for more, this was better than the alternative. In Iraq and
Syria today, SFA is unlikely to end the terrorism threat from ISIL or achieve the
US goal of a stable resolution to the conﬂict, but with steady moderate
pressure, it can hasten the timetable for ISIL’s eventual collapse even if this
results only in ISIL’s replacement with another militant group in an unstable
Syria.130 If the mission is limited, then even an ineﬃcient SFA eﬀort with
limited payoﬀ could still suﬃce in a less demanding role. The less one asks,
the better the odds that SFA can provide it.
It may also be possible to improve SFA implementation in ways that
make it more eﬀective in the future. Partly this means choosing one’s battles
carefully: more Koreas and fewer Iraq-scale interest misalignments would
certainly improve the prognosis.
SFA policies should also be more attentive to the recipients’ political
interests and incentives. The policy debate tends to assume an apolitical
capacity-building model for SFA in which military resources translate into
military power in a straightforward way: the more training and equipment
the US provides, the better the ally’s eﬀectiveness should be. If the ally is
underperforming, the natural implication is to provide more aid. This is
especially so for the FM 3-24 model in current US doctrine: it presupposes
interest alignment between the US and the host government and frames
the problem for the US as building the host’s capacity to realize the
common goal of legitimacy.131 If the goal has not been met, this is presumably because the resources are still inadequate, and the doctrine is
explicit that success will often require major resources indeed. By contrast,
a PA approach highlights allies’ political interests as central for SFA. Hence,
policies designed to realign the ally’s interests and create incentives to work
and not shirk are essential. This approach is inherently political and can
often be highly coercive. The whole point of conditionality in PA theory is to
manipulate allies’ incentive structures in ways that encourage them to work
and not shirk; in a PA approach, if an ally is underperforming the best
response will often be to reduce assistance, not increase it.132
Stephen Biddle and Jacob Shapiro, ‘The Problem With Vows to “Defeat” the Islamic State,’ Atlantic
Monthly, 21 Aug. 2016, https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2016/08/defeat-isis-con
tainment/496682/.
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Politics, 6/2 (June 2008), 347–350; Ladwig, ‘Inﬂuencing Clients in Counterinsurgency,’ 101–104.
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In Iraq, for example, perhaps the most notable exception to the pattern
of limited ISF improvement was a reduction in INP sectarianism during the
2007 Surge. This was accomplished by an atypical application of PA-style
incentive manipulation by US General David Petraeus and US Ambassador
Ryan Crocker. The major interest divergence between Nouri al-Maliki’s
acceptance of Shiite sectarianism and US opposition to it had led to the
INP using American aid to fuel death-squad violence against Sunnis – a
major case of shirking rather than working, from the American standpoint.
To thwart this, Petraeus and Crocker identiﬁed sectarian INP brigade commanders and demanded that Maliki replace them. When Maliki refused,
Petraeus and Crocker withheld gasoline, ammunition, water and spare
parts from the INP units in question until Maliki complied, only then restoring logistical support. This process was sometimes repeated multiple times
when Maliki merely replaced one sectarian with another. But because
Maliki’s own interests were served by a mobile INP that could move and
ﬁght where Maliki wanted it to, Petraeus and Crocker could coerce Maliki
into compliance with US preferences by selectively denying the INP essential
logistical support until and unless Maliki complied.133 And because the US
presence was so large and Iraqi dependence so great, US threats to withhold
support from individual Iraqi units were unusually credible. This was hardly a
low-cost or small-footprint eﬀort, and it required a large intelligence apparatus which could devote substantial resources to monitoring the US ally’s
behavior rather than simply ﬁnding insurgents.134 But it did reduce Iraqi
shirking via astute use of the political leverage enabled by a large US
presence – coercive manipulation of Iraqi incentives brought results where
apolitical capacity-building had not.
Not all incentive strategies need be coercive, however. As Jacob
Shapiro and Oliver Vanden Eynde have shown, the Indian government
was able to improve the eﬀectiveness of its counterinsurgency aid to
local authorities facing Naxalite rebels by changing tax laws and economic regulations in ways that increased the revenue potential of rebelthreatened mines. Local oﬃcials who once had little incentive to control
mining districts now had reasons of their own to pursue Delhi’s policy
and drive the rebels out, making Delhi’s military assistance eﬀective in
ways it had not been before.135 Analogous policies to increase the
economic value of mineral resources in Taliban-threatened northeast
133
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Afghanistan or of potential petrochemical resources in ISIL-threatened
Iraqi Anbar might have similar utility in encouraging better use of US SFA
by reshaping the recipients’ incentives.
But while SFA can thus help if done properly under the right conditions,
there are important limits on its utility: much of the time, conditions will not
be suitable.136 In particular, many recipient regimes fear internal rivals
within the governing elite more than they fear the external threats
Americans typically focus on. For much of the US experience in Iraq, this
hamstrung SFA eﬀectiveness, as it has done in Afghanistan and in a range of
cases from Vietnam to Mali to Nigeria to Saudi Arabia to Yemen to Pakistan
and elsewhere.137 Under adverse selection, such regimes are disproportionately likely to be candidates for US SFA, and where this is so, the US will
rarely have the leverage it needs for major military improvements: when
allies see existential risks in reform, even the sweetest carrots and strongest
sticks available to Americans are unlikely to outweigh such incentives. More
training and more equipment will not simply solve the problem in such
cases and yield a capable, professional military – apolitical capacity building
that ignores underlying interest asymmetries is subject to large agency
losses and can even make things worse rather than better by fueling the
corruption and clientelism that undermines eﬀectiveness.138
Nor is SFA necessarily the cheap, low-risk option it is often thought to be.
Even in El Salvador, the namesake case for ‘Salvador Model’ small-footprint
SFA, the US invested over $5 billion (the equivalent of more than $10 billion
today). In Pakistan, the US spent more than $7 billion over 13 years with
only limited results.139 Ongoing small-footprint SFA in post-Maliki Iraq
absorbed $1.6 billion in FY2015.140 Larger footprint SFA missions like those
136
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in pre-2014 Iraq or post-2001 Afghanistan yield correspondingly larger bills:
$25 billion in the former and more than $61 billion for the latter.141 And in
high-visibility cases like today’s Iraq and Syria, small-footprint aid that fails to
solve the military problem creates powerful incentives for American presidents to escalate lest they admit failure under domestic partisan criticism.
Policy failure can encourage mission creep and mounting commitment even
when the policy is initially limited to SFA.
Ukraine, for example, is an emerging case that could display many of
these shortcomings. A deeply corrupt regime in a weakly institutionalized
state, Ukraine has had great diﬃculty ﬁelding an eﬀective military.142 Many
have proposed substantial increases in US SFA to enable Ukraine to defeat
Russian-supported rebels, and recent reporting suggests some improvement
with US aid after a slow start.143 But the theory above suggests a ceiling on
real eﬀectiveness. Aid can help, especially if aggressively monitored and
enforced via credible conditionality, but large agency losses are likely even
so. Without sweeping political reforms, it would thus be surprising if US aid
could enable Ukraine to defeat the rebels and end the war. And if not, SFA
could easily yield escalatory pressures that grow with the scale of US
involvement – a long-term theoretical expectation that should be factored
into near-term decision making.
More broadly, these shortcomings suggest important limits on SFA’s
ability to substitute for large US ground forces capable of direct intervention. US Army and Marine Corps end strength has declined substantially
since its peak in FY 2011, and further reductions are likely.144 Many now
hope that SFA can compensate for continued shrinkage by enabling partners to do the ﬁghting in our stead, warranting both reduced end strength
for the regular Army and Marines and a shift in resources from them to the
SOFs that many see as the ideal tool for a more SFA-focused US posture.145
141
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With declining defense budgets, some real capability must surely be sacriﬁced, and perhaps the ability to wage large ground campaigns is the leastbad choice – but this is not a choice free of cost or risk, and SFA has only a
limited ability to mitigate either the cost or the risk.146
Of course, SFA is still cheaper than deploying 100,000 soldiers even so. In a
world of imperfect options, ‘enabling partners’ may be the least imperfect for
a given contingency.147 But SFA’s real costs and risks are easy to underestimate, and its military beneﬁts have often been oversold. Overuse is thus
a real danger: SFA can help, but only rarely will it provide major eﬀectiveness
improvements from modest investments in training and equipment. And,
overdependence has real costs: ground force reductions may be necessary,
but an SFA alternative does not make them free of risk. Under many conditions and for many purposes, a small military payoﬀ is the most one can
expect from a small SFA footprint. And given this, US interests will sometimes
be better served by staying out altogether when a prospective intervention
involves an agent whose interests are badly misaligned with America’s: in
such cases, agency losses will be large, monitoring and conditionality will be
expensive and highly imperfect, and the net gain in allied military performance is likely to be much less than US policy makers will hope or expect.
Sometimes even this will be better than nothing – but not always.
These problems have been especially salient for American policymakers
in recent years, but the problem of agency loss in SFA is anything but
uniquely American. Israeli investment in the South Lebanese Army failed
to provide the kind of security zone Tel Aviv had hoped for; Qatari and Saudi
SFA to Islamist enemies of the Assad regime in Syria have produced militant
groups that threaten to destabilize the entire region; Serbian SFA to
Croatian Serbs in the 1990s produced an allied army that crumbled under
Croatian nationalist attack in 1995.148 Agency loss is a ubiquitous problem
in SFA.
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And, this in turn raises important questions for international relations
theory and comparative politics. If SFA is subject to large agency losses
under many if not most conditions, why is it so commonplace? Does it
really serve the interests of the many states who provide it? How does
its provision correlate with the incidence of the preconditions needed
to minimize agency loss? A widespread, indeed nearly ubiquitous, practice that seems as prone to underperform as SFA gives rise to an
important question for theorists as well as policy makers. To explain
SFA incidence in the international system is beyond our scope – but our
central ﬁndings suggest that ubiquitous SFA in the presence of ubiquitous large agency losses poses an empirical puzzle that warrants serious
study to resolve.
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